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Summary 
The ACCC grants authorisation to a network of Catholic health facilities to: 

• collectively bargain with health funds and the Repatriation Commission 

• collectively bargain with suppliers of various goods and services 

• share particular information for the purpose of benchmarking 

for a period of five years. 
 
The ACCC denies authorisation to the network of Catholic health facilities to collectively boycott 
health funds and the Repatriation Commission in the event that collective negotiations fail, or if the 
health funds do not agree to participate in the information sharing arrangements. The ACCC also 
denies authorisation to the network of Catholic health facilities to collectively boycott suppliers in 
the event that collective negotiations fail. 
 
The authorisation process 
 
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) can grant immunity from the 
application of the competition provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act) if it is satisfied 
that the benefit to the public from the conduct outweighs any public detriment. The ACCC conducts 
a public consultation process to assist it to determine whether a proposed arrangement results in a 
net public benefit. 
 
The application for authorisation 
 
On 8 August 2008, Sisters of Charity Health Service Limited (SCHS) lodged an application for 
revocation and substitution. On 2 January 2009 the ACCC was advised that SCHS is now known as 
St Vincent’s Health Australia Limited (SVHA). SVHA also amended and clarified the conduct for 
which it seeks authorisation. In broad terms, SVHA seeks authorisation for a network of Catholic 
health facilities, represented by the Catholic Negotiating Alliance (CNA) to: 

• collectively bargain with health funds and the Repatriation Commission and collectively boycott 
health funds and the Repatriation Commission in the event that collective negotiations fail 

• share particular information for the purpose of benchmarking and collectively boycott health 
funds if they do not agree to facilitate the information sharing arrangements 

• collectively bargain with suppliers of various goods and services and collectively boycott 
suppliers in the event that collective negotiations fail. 

 
Assessment of public benefit and detriment 
 
The ACCC considers that some public benefit is likely to flow from the proposed collective 
bargaining arrangements in the form of transaction cost savings. The anti-competitive detriment 
resulting from the proposed collective bargaining arrangements involving health funds is reduced 
because the arrangements will not impact on the incentives faced by both health funds and hospitals 
to maximise their availability to consumers by entering into multiple contracts. For the proposed 
arrangement involving suppliers, the presence of alternative acquirers of the products and services 
supplied by those businesses that the hospitals propose to negotiate with is likely to impose a 
competitive discipline on the hospitals. 
 
The ACCC considers that, to the extent that the proposed information sharing arrangements 
improve the management or efficiency of CNA member hospitals, with associated flow-on 
improvements to clinical procedures, it gives rise to a public benefit. The ACCC considers that the 
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anti-competitive detriment arising from the proposed information sharing arrangement with or 
without collective negotiations is limited. This is because an individual hospital’s bargaining 
position is largely dependent on its location and the nature of the services it offers, and these 
features are not affected by the sharing of the specified information. 
 
While the ACCC accepts that the proposed collective boycott arrangements may serve to further 
increase the likelihood of hospitals having greater input into their contracts with health funds or 
suppliers, any potential efficiency gains must be weighed against the significant public detriment 
generated by the boycott conduct. This detriment arises from health funds, the Repatriation 
Commission and suppliers being put in a position where they are forced to accept the terms and 
conditions, including price, offered by CNA member hospitals as well as forced to enter into 
agreements with hospitals that they would otherwise not deal with. For health funds, this is 
particularly likely if the bargaining group includes hospitals which are strategically important to the 
health fund in terms of the services required by its membership. The ACCC is also concerned that 
the proposed boycotts involving health funds may result in higher health insurance premiums for 
consumers, a disruption to the availability of CNA hospital services to health fund members and a 
disruption to the CNA hospitals themselves. The ACCC does not consider that the proposed 
collective boycott arrangements include any features which are sufficient to limit the anti-
competitive detriment to any substantial degree. 
 
Determination 
 
The ACCC revokes authorisations A30216 and A30219 and grants authorisation A91099 in 
substitution for a period of five years, in the following terms, to: 

• a network of Catholic private hospital operators, referred to as the Revenue Negotiation 
Network (RNN), to: 

o jointly negotiate Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements and other forms of revenue 
agreements with health funds and the Repatriation Commission 

o exchange aggregated and benchmarked revenue data, and to share activity, costs and 
efficiency data for the purpose of benchmarking 

• a network of healthcare facility operators, referred to as the Joint Purchasing Network (JPN) to 
jointly negotiate the acquisition of goods and services from suppliers 

• a group of private hospitals operators, referred to the Partner Hospitals, to jointly negotiate 
Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements and other forms of revenue agreements with health 
funds and the Repatriation Commission. 

 
The member hospitals of the RNN, JPN and Partner Hospital groups are listed on page 7 of this 
determination. 
 
At the commencement of both individual and collective negotiations, the ACCC expects that the 
member hospitals will disclose to their negotiating counterparty the particular hospitals that are part 
of the negotiating group and if they intend to receive the assistance of the CNA during the course of 
the negotiations. 
 
The ACCC denies authorisation to the proposed collective boycott conduct. 
 
Date authorisation comes into effect 
 
If no application for review of the determination is made to the Australian Competition Tribunal, it 
will come into force on 20 February 2009. 
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List of abbreviations 
ACCC Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
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ARHG Australian Regional Health Group Limited 

BUPA Bupa Australia Group and MBF Australia Pty Ltd 

CNA Catholic Negotiating Alliance 

DVA Department of Veterans’ Affairs 

Funding Organisations health funds, the Repatriation Commission and third party 
payers/compensable organisations 

HBF HBF Health Funds Inc 

HCF The Hospitals Contribution Fund of Australia Limited 

HCP Hospital Casemix Protocol  
 

HPPA Health Purchaser Provider Agreement 

HPPA Code Voluntary Code of Practice for Hospital Purchaser/Provider Agreement 
Negotiations between Private Hospitals and Private Health Insurers 

initial authorisations authorisations A30216 and A30219 

JPN Joint Purchasing Network 

Medibank Medibank Private Limited 

PHI Act the Private Health Insurance Act 2007 

PWO Price weight of one (the revenue per average patient of average acuity) 

Revenue Contracts HPPAs and other forms of revenue agreements between hospitals and 
Funding Organisations 

RNN Revenue Negotiation Network 

RPPS Repatriation Private Patient Scheme 

SCHS Sisters of Charity Health Service Limited 

SVHA St Vincent’s Health Australia Limited 

the Act the Trade Practices Act 1974 

the three SVHA entities St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney Limited, St Vincent’s Hospital 
Toowoomba Limited and St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited 

the Tribunal the Australian Competition Tribunal 

the two shared ownership 
entities 

St Vincent’s & Mercy Private Hospital Limited and the Holy Spirit 
Northside Private Hospital 

VP Veteran Partnering 
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1. Introduction 
 
Authorisation 
 
1.1. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) is the 

independent Australian Government agency responsible for administering the Trade 
Practices Act 1974 (the Act). A key objective of the Act is to prevent anti-competitive 
conduct, thereby encouraging competition and efficiency in business, resulting in a 
greater choice for consumers in price, quality and service. 

 
1.2. The Act, however, allows the ACCC to grant immunity from legal action in certain 

circumstances for conduct that might otherwise raise concerns under the competition 
provisions of the Act. One way in which parties may obtain immunity is to apply to the 
ACCC for what is known as an ‘authorisation’. The ACCC may ‘authorise’ businesses 
to engage in such conduct where it is satisfied that the public benefit from the conduct 
outweighs any public detriment.  

 
1.3. The ACCC conducts a public consultation process when it receives an application for 

authorisation. The ACCC invites interested parties to lodge submissions outlining 
whether they support the application or not, and their reasons for this.  

 
1.4. After considering submissions, the ACCC issues a draft determination proposing to 

either grant the application or deny the application. 
 
1.5. Once a draft determination is released, the applicant or any interested party may request 

that the ACCC hold a conference. A conference provides all parties with the 
opportunity to put oral submissions to the ACCC in response to the draft determination. 
The ACCC will also invite the applicant and interested parties to lodge written 
submissions commenting on the draft. 

 
1.6. The ACCC then reconsiders the application taking into account the comments made at 

the conference (if one is requested) and any further submissions received and issues a 
final determination. Should the public benefit outweigh the public detriment, the ACCC 
may grant authorisation. If not, authorisation may be denied. However, in some cases it 
may still be possible to grant authorisation where conditions can be imposed which 
sufficiently increase the benefit to the public or reduce the public detriment. 

 
1.7. Under section 91C of the Act, the ACCC may revoke an existing authorisation and 

grant another authorisation in substitution for the one revoked, at the request of the 
person to whom the authorisation was granted. The ACCC must consider the substitute 
authorisation in the same manner as the standard authorisation process (as outlined in 
paragraphs 1.3 to 1.6). 
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Chronology 
 
1.8. A chronology of significant dates in the consideration of this application is below. 
 

DATE ACTION 

8 August 2008 Lodgement of application and supporting submission. 

14 August 2008 Public consultation process begins. 

5 September 2008 Closing date for submissions from interested parties. 

17 October 2008 Applicant provides final response to issues raised in public consultation 
process. 

26 November 2008 Draft determination. 

5 January 2009 Closing date for submissions from interested parties. 

20 January 2009 Closing date for submissions from applicant. 

29 January 2009 Final determination 
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2. Background to the application 
 
The health sector and private health insurance 
 
2.1. Australia’s health system offers a comprehensive range of public and privately funded 

health services. 
 
2.2. Medicare is Australia’s universal health care system and provides access to: 

• free treatment as a public (Medicare) patient in a public hospital 

• free or subsidised treatment by medical practitioners including general 
practitioners and specialists and, for specified services, from participating 
optometrists or dentists. 

 
2.3. Private health insurance provides additional cover for some services not covered by 

Medicare such as hospital expenses (theatre fees or accommodation) in either a public 
or private hospital and ancillary services such as for physiotherapy, glasses and contact 
lenses, dental and chiropractic treatment. 

 
2.4. Health funds and private hospitals negotiate agreements to establish the level of cover, 

for services such as accommodation, for health fund members at the particular hospital. 
Treatment at a non-agreement hospital will mean a significantly higher out of pocket 
cost for the patient. 

 
2.5. In the absence of a negotiated agreement, second tier benefits guarantee a minimum 

payment for accredited private hospitals. Under the second tier benefit system, the level 
of benefit payable to a default benefit hospital that does not have a contract with a 
health insurer is set at 85 per cent of the average benefits currently paid by that health 
insurer for that episode of care in comparable private hospital facilities with which the 
health insurer has contracts. 

 
2.6. Agreements between health funds and hospitals do not apply to fees charged by private 

specialist doctors for in-hospital treatment. The difference between the fee charged by 
the doctor(s) who treat a fund member and the benefit paid by the member’s fund is 
referred to as ‘the gap’. Consumers can choose from a range of health fund schemes, 
some of which cover the gap in its entirety (no gap) and some of which require 
consumers to meet part of the gap but inform them in advance of the amount that they 
will be required to pay (known gap). Doctors are free to decide, for each individual 
patient, whether or not to use a particular fund’s gap cover arrangements.  

 
2.7. As at 30 June 2007, there were 38 private health insurers operating in Australia, all of 

which conducted a health benefits fund. Twenty-six of the funds were available to the 
general public (open membership organisations) and 12 were restricted access funds. 
Five funds operated on a for-profit basis while the remaining funds were not-for-profit 
entities.1 

 

                                                 
1 Private Health Insurance Administration Council, Operations of the Private Health Insurers Annual Report  
2006-07, p. 25. 
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2.8. The Private Health Insurance Act 2007 (PHI Act) is the main piece of legislation 
governing the regulation of private health insurance operations in Australia. The private 
health insurance industry is regulated by the Private Health Insurance Administration 
Council, an independent statutory authority. The Private Health Insurance Ombudsman 
(PHIO) acts to protect the interests of people who are covered by private health 
insurance. Under the PHI Act, the PHIO is able to compel an insurer and a health care 
provider to attend mediation to resolve disputes about contractual arrangements which 
may adversely affect consumers’ entitlements. 

 
The HPPA Code of Practice 
 
2.9. In 2001 the Australian Private Hospitals Association and the Australian Health 

Insurance Association established a voluntary code of practice (the HPPA Code) for 
hospital purchaser/provider agreement negotiations between private hospitals and 
private health insurers. 

 
2.10. The HPPA Code is intended to encourage best practice in contracting and particularly 

in relation to the negotiation, timing and minimum content of contracts. 
 
2.11. A principle objective of the HPPA Code is to introduce a framework based on 

principles of fairness and reasonableness in order to minimise disputes. The code 
includes a detailed independent dispute resolution process with final reference to the 
Private Health Insurance Ombudsman. 

 
The Repatriation Commission 
 
2.12. The Repatriation Commission is responsible for the general administration of the 

Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986. One of its functions is to grant pensions and other 
benefits and to provide hospital treatment for veterans, their dependents and other 
eligible persons. The Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) provides administrative 
support to the Repatriation Commission. 

 
2.13. The Repatriation Commission arranges for the provision of hospital treatment for 

eligible veterans, war widows and widowers through the Repatriation Private Patient 
Scheme (RPPS). Under the RPPS, hospital services are provided by a network of public 
hospitals, former repatriation hospitals and selected private hospitals. The private 
hospitals are known as Veteran Partnering (VP) hospitals and are selected through a 
competitive tender process. Hospital care is provided by public hospitals, former 
repatriation hospitals and VP private hospitals at no cost to the patient. 

 
2.14. Additionally, a network of contracted private non-VP hospitals and day surgery 

facilities may also provide treatment. DVA will only meet part of the costs associated 
with accommodation, pharmaceuticals, theatre fees and certain other incidentals for 
hospital treatment provided at non-contracted private hospitals and day surgery 
facilities. 
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3. The application for authorisation 
 
3.1. On 8 August 2008 the Sisters of Charity Health Service Limited (SCHS) lodged an 

application for revocation of authorisations A30216 and A302319 (referred to as ‘the 
initial authorisations’) and their substitution with authorisation A91099.  

 
3.2. On 2 January 2009 SCHS advised that it is now known as St Vincent’s Health Australia 

Limited (SVHA). At the same time, SVHA advised that it no longer seeks authorisation 
for the proposed large health fund boycott that was discussed in the draft determination. 

 
3.3. SVHA seeks authorisation for the following arrangements that may involve collective 

bargaining and exclusionary provisions: 

• a network of Catholic private hospital operators, referred to as the Revenue 
Negotiation Network (RNN), to: 

o jointly negotiate Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements (HPPAs) and other 
forms of revenue agreements (referred to as Revenue Contracts) with health 
funds, the Repatriation Commission and third party payers/compensable 
organisations (together referred to as Funding Organisations) (the collective 
negotiation authorisation) 

o exchange fee, cost, price and other information and agree that they will only 
contract with Funding Organisations that agree to this data sharing (the data 
sharing authorisation) 

o agree that non-price terms of Revenue Contracts be agreed among members of 
the Revenue Negotiation Network and be negotiated only through the Revenue 
Negotiation Network (the non-price terms boycott). 

• a network of healthcare facility operators, referred to as the Joint Purchasing 
Network (JPN), to: 

o jointly negotiate the acquisition of goods and services from suppliers 

o agree that the negotiation of those acquisitions occur only through the Joint 
Purchasing Network and upon terms agreed by members of the Joint Purchasing 
Network (the joint purchasing authorisation). 

• St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney Limited (in respect of St Vincent’s Private 
Hospital Sydney and the Mater Hospital Sydney), St Vincent’s Hospital 
Toowoomba Limited, St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited, St Vincent’s & 
Mercy Private Hospital Limited and The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital 
Limited, together referred to as the Partner Hospitals, to: 

o jointly negotiate Revenue Contracts with Funding Organisations 

o agree that Revenue Contracts be upon terms agreed by the Partner Hospitals (the 
Partner Hospitals authorisation). 

 
3.4. Under SVHA’s proposed arrangements, the Catholic Negotiating Alliance (CNA) will 

conduct negotiations as required on behalf of the Revenue Negotiation Network, Joint 
Purchasing Network and Partner Hospital group members and may also contribute to, 
support and participate in those negotiations. 

 
3.5. SVHA seeks authorisation for a period of ten years. 
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The applicant 
 
3.6. SVHA a not-for-profit organisation. It is the holding entity for the majority of 

charitable healthcare services previously operated by the Congregation of Religious 
Sisters of Charity of Australia. SVHA is the sole Corporations Act member for: 

• St Vincent’s & Mater Health Sydney Limited 

• St Vincent’s Hospital Sydney Limited 

• Sacred Heart Hospice Limited 

• St Joseph’s Hospital Limited 

• St Joseph’s Village Limited 

• St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba Limited 

• St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited 

• St Vincent’s Health (Melbourne) Limited. 
 
3.7. SVHA is the 50 per cent owner of: 

• St Vincent’s & Mercy Private Hospital Limited 

• The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital Limited. 
 

3.8. SVHA also operates the St Vincent’s Private Hospital Sydney. 
 
The collective bargaining groups 
 
3.9. Members of the Partner Hospitals group, the RNN and the JPN are set out in the 

following table. The Partner Hospitals group is a subset of the RNN and the JPN. The 
RNN and the JPN are sub-groups of the CNA.  
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Partner Hospitals Revenue Negotiation Network Joint Purchasing Network 

St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care 
Limited 

Calvary Health Care Riverina 
Limited 

Calvary Health Care Riverina 
Limited 

St Vincent’s & Mercy Private 
Hospital Limited 

Calvary Health Care Tasmania 
Incorporated 

Calvary Health Care Tasmania 
Incorporated 

St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba 
Limited 

Calvary Health Care Adelaide 
Limited 

Calvary Health Care Adelaide 
Limited 

St Vincent’s and Mater Health 
Sydney Limited 

Calvary Health Care ACT Limited Calvary Health Care ACT Limited 

The Holy Sprit Northside Private 
Hospital Limited 

Calvary Private Health Care 
Canberra Limited 

Calvary Private Health Care 
Canberra Limited 

Catholic Healthcare Limited Catholic Healthcare Limited 

Hawkesbury District Health Service 
Limited 

Hawkesbury District Health Service 
Limited 

Little Company of Mary Health 
Care Limited 

Little Company of Mary Health 
Care Limited 

Mater Health Services North 
Queensland Limited 

Mater Health Services North 
Queensland Limited 

Mater Misericordiae Health 
Services Brisbane Limited 

Mater Misericordiae Health Services 
Brisbane Limited 

Mercy Care Limited* Mercy Care Limited* 

Mercy Health & Aged Care Central 
Queensland Limited 

Mercy Health & Aged Care Central 
Queensland Limited 

St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care 
Limited 

St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care 
Limited 

St Vincent’s Health Australia 
Limited 

St Vincent’s Health Australia 
Limited 

St Frances Xavier Cabrini Health 
Governing Board Incorporated 

St Frances Xavier Cabrini Health 
Governing Board Incorporated 

St John of God Health Care Inc* St John of God Health Care Inc 

St Vincent’s & Mercy Private 
Hospital Limited 

St Vincent’s & Mercy Private 
Hospital Limited 

St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba 
Limited 

St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba 
Limited 

St Vincent’s & Mater Health 
Sydney Limited 

St Vincent’s & Mater Health 
Sydney Limited 

The Holy Spirit Northside Private 
Hospital 

The Holy Spirit Northside Private 
Hospital 

Trustee of The Roman Catholic 
Church for the Diocese of Lismore* 

Trustee of The Roman Catholic 
Church for the Diocese of Lismore* 

 

Trustees Of Catholic Health Care 
Services (NSW & ACT) (t/as 
Catholic Health Care Limited, St 
Vincent’s Hospital Bathurst) 

Trustees Of Catholic Health Care 
Services (NSW & ACT) (t/as 
Catholic Health Care Limited, St 
Vincent’s Hospital Bathurst) 

* This facility is a proposed future member of the relevant bargaining group. 
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The Catholic Negotiating Alliance 
 
3.10. The CNA was initially established in order to give effect to SVHA’s previously 

authorised collective bargaining arrangements. The CNA is administered on behalf of 
its members by SVHA. The initial members of the CNA were SCHS (now SVHA), 
Arnold Janssen Nominees (Australia) Limited (formerly Holy Spirit Care Services 
Limited) and Mercy Health which operated under a Heads of Agreement executed on 
31 May 2004. 

 
3.11. The operation of the CNA is governed by two agreements: 

• A Governing Agreement which put in place the structures necessary to facilitate 
arrangements authorised by the ACCC. This agreement confirmed the 
appointment of SVHA as agent, set out the services to be provided and re-named 
the network the Catholic Negotiating Alliance. The Governing Agreement was 
executed on 21 December 2004. 

• A Participation Agreement, to be signed by each facility who joins the network 
and which binds each member to the Governing Agreement, the Heads of 
Agreement and the initial authorisations. This agreement has been used to engage 
new participants that are authorised to participate in the network in accordance 
with the initial authorisations. 

 
3.12. The CNA acts as a common agent for its members which: 

• conducts negotiations with Funding Organisations for Revenue Contracts on 
behalf of CNA members and may enter into a contract with a Funding 
Organisation on behalf of a CNA member or may procure a revenue contract 
between a CNA member and a Funding Organisation 

• negotiates contracts for the acquisition of goods and services by CNA members 
and may enter into such contracts on behalf of CNA members 

• manages the collection, distribution and exchange of cost, price, fee and other 
information between CNA members 

• manages the collection, presentation and distribution of information from CNA 
members to health funds 

• determines and collects CNA members’ contributions to the costs of operating 
the CNA. 

 
The proposed collective bargaining arrangements 
 
Partner Hospitals group 
 
3.13. SVHA submitted that the Partner Hospitals arrangement is intended to ensure that the 

SVHA, which currently includes two partnership entities amongst its private acute 
hospitals, can lawfully collectively negotiate both price and non-price terms. SVHA 
considers that the Partner Hospitals are, in substance, parts of a single economic entity 
and the authorisation is intended to put them in the position, for the purposes of the 
Act, that they would be in if they were related bodies corporate. 

 
3.14. SVHA advised that under the initial authorisations, the CNA negotiates once on behalf 

of all Partner Hospitals. It advised that the non-price terms and conditions of each 
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contract are identical, while the price schedules reflect the differing range and level of 
services provided by each hospital.  

 
Revenue Negotiation Network 
 
3.15. SVHA proposes that RNN members collectively negotiate non-price and price terms of 

contracts with Funding Organisations. SVHA submitted that members of the RNN are 
not obliged to use the CNA to negotiate on their behalf and cannot be compelled to do 
so. 

 
Non-price terms 
 
3.16. SVHA advised that ‘non-price terms’ refers to all terms of contracts with Funding 

Organisations in which no price is specified in dollars and includes provisions which 
prescribe the allocation of costs, for example, whether payment is made for splints and 
other consumables and whether or not high cost drugs are in included in payments 
made to hospitals. SVHA submitted that the object of collective negotiation is to 
achieve, as far as possible with each Funding Organisation, a standard template 
contract for all members of the RNN covering non-price terms. 

 
3.17. SVHA submitted that the negotiation process between the CNA and the Funding 

Organisation is expected to involve the following steps: 

• a proposed template contract is put forward2 

• the CNA will prepare an issues log against the proposed contract and send the log 
to RNN members 

• RNN members then provide feedback to the CNA 

• the CNA will negotiate with the Funding Organisation on the non-price terms of 
a standard template contract (there may be multiple iterations seeking feedback 
from RNN members, depending on the changes a Funding Organisation agrees to 
in a template) 

• the contract template would then be used as the foundation document upon which 
negotiations would be based 

• in addition to the standard template, there may be non-price issues which are 
specific to particular RNN members and which need to be addressed on an 
individual contract by contract basis. For example, there may be business rules 
applicable to a particular hospital concerning specific programs such as Hospital 
in the Home or Neonatal Intensive Care. 

 
3.18. SVHA submitted that the geographic dimension of collective negotiations concerning 

non-price terms will vary and is likely to reflect the negotiating practices of the 
particular Funding Organisations. Under the initial authorisations, the Funding 
Organisations have typically negotiated on a state by state basis and, if that continues to 
be the case, SVHA would envisage that the collective negotiations in relation to non-
price terms would also be conducted on a state by state basis. If, however, the Funding 

                                                 
2 SVHA submitted that to date, the template contracts have always been put forward from health funds but the 
proposed collective bargaining arrangements may enable RNN members to propose template contracts. 
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Organisations move to negotiations on a national basis, SVHA anticipates that the CNA 
would respond and negotiate nationally. 

 
Price terms 
 
3.19. SVHA advised that price terms refers to those terms in contracts with Funding 

Organisations in which prices in dollar amounts are specified and include price 
schedules which are typically appended or annexed to the contracts. 

 
3.20. SVHA submitted that the collective negotiation of price terms is not intended to 

achieve standard prices for all hospitals. SVHA does not anticipate that in the short to 
medium term there will be collective negotiation of price terms on behalf of all RNN 
members. It considers that it is more likely that collective negotiations of price terms 
will involve sub-sets of RNN members. 

 
3.21. SVHA advised that the geographic dimension of any collective negotiations of price 

terms will refect the practice of Funding Organisations. 
 
Joint Purchasing Network 
 
3.22. The proposed arrangements include the joint purchasing of a range of medical and non-

medical goods and services used by hospitals. Such goods and services include:  

• medical and surgical supplies 

• general supplies, including stationary and furniture 

• capital equipment, including diagnostic equipment 

• pharmaceuticals 

• pathology supplies 

• cleaning services 

• catering services 

• security and maintenance services 

• banking services 

• insurance services 

• energy and other utilities 

• telecommunications services and 

• legal services. 
 
3.23. SVHA advised that the activities of the JPN will include: 

• negotiations with major suppliers for supplier based and/or product group based 
agreements to provide financial benefits, inventory management services, value 
added benefits, eBusiness development and other benefits 

• negotiations with suppliers on aggregated capital equipment requirements 

• management of agreements 
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• benchmarking of pricing, supplier performance and supplier service key 
performance indicators 

• product evaluation including development of standards and shared product 
evaluations 

• review of key commodity groups such as energy and telecommunications, for the 
developments of a national specification/tender/agreement 

• the development of common nomenclature and catalogues and the establishment 
of common IT, warehousing or distribution services. 

 
3.24. SVHA submitted that after data on usage, pricing and benefits is sourced, the CNA 

contacts the supplier representative and undertakes one negotiation on behalf of all JPN 
members. Once the deal is finalised, signoff is sought from one delegated authority 
from each JPN member. 

 
3.25. SVHA advised that under the initial authorisations, 8 contracts with suppliers had been 

negotiated with 10 more under negotiation. 
 
The proposed information sharing arrangements 
 
3.26. SVHA submitted that the following types of data are proposed to be shared: 

• Revenue data. SVHA submitted that revenue data derived from hospital billing 
practices, and which is based upon Funding Organisation price schedules, will be 
collected and then collated on an aggregated basis by the CNA for the purpose of 
reporting aggregate revenue per patient group, such as: 

• Revenue per bed day – by hospital, by Funding Organisation, by overnight 
and/or same day patient categories, by type of patient/patient classification 
(i.e. by homogenous patient clinical grouping) or by any combination of these 
categories. 

• Revenue per price weight of one (PWO) (the revenue per average patient of 
average acuity) – by hospital, by Funding Organisation, by overnight and/or 
same day patient categories, by type of patient/patient classification (i.e. by 
homogenous patient clinical grouping) or by any combination of these 
categories. 

 
SVHA advised that this information assists hospitals and the CNA to select 
negotiation strategies. It is also used to ensure that hospitals are billed correctly 
for the services that they provide. It is not used for the purpose of ‘cherry-
picking’ which services the hospitals should or should not provide to the public. 

• Activity, costs and efficiency data. Data on a wide range of performance 
parameters will be shared to enable benchmarking on items such as admission 
practices, approaches to managing length of hospital stay and safety improvement 
as well as to submit and collate data for the National Hospital Cost Data 
Collection studies performed by the Commonwealth government.  

 
3.27. SVHA considers that the information sharing arrangements will enable the CNA to 

perform its function as negotiating agent and adviser to its members. The CNA and 
RNN members wish to exchange information for benchmarking purposes without fear 
of any challenge as to the lawfulness of their conduct under the Act. 
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The proposed collective boycott arrangements 
 
3.28. SVHA submitted that the proposed collective boycott arrangements for the Partner 

Hospitals, RNN and JPN will operate as follows. 
 
Partner Hospitals group 
 
3.29. Each Partner Hospital, in conjunction with the CNA will undertake the standard 

contract negotiation process with a Funding Organisation, as contemplated by the 
current provisions of the HPPA Code (the HPPA Code is discussed in paragraphs 2.9 to 
2.11). In instances where the contracting parties are unable to reach a mutually 
acceptable negotiated agreement concerning the terms of the proposed HPPA, the 
dispute will be referred to the PHIO or a mediator (agreed by the parties or nominated 
by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators Australia if not agreed) for mediation.3 

 
3.30. If mediation of the dispute does not result in a resolution, the matter will be referred to 

the SVHA National Executive. 
 
3.31. The CEO/Executive Authority of each relevant Partner Hospital will determine whether 

that Partner Hospital participates in a collective boycott of the relevant Funding 
Organisation. 

 
3.32. Notification of an intention to enter into a collective boycott, including effective dates 

of boycott implementation, will be communicated in writing to the designated 
contracting officer of the Funding Organisation. If a boycott eventually results in the 
relevant Partner Hospitals going out of contract, there will be a notification to 
stakeholders in line with the PHIO’s current recommendation in this regard, as well as 
fulfilling all obligations for the treatment of pre-booked hospitals admissions for 
patients, who are members of the relevant Funding Organisation. 

 
Revenue Negotiation Network 
 
3.33. The relevant RNN members, in conjunction with CNA, will negotiate with the Funding 

Organisation in relation to the Funding Organisation’s confidentiality obligations. 
 
3.34. If the Funding Organisations seek to prevent the relevant RNN members and CNA 

engaging in collective negotiations and/or information exchange authorised by the 
ACCC by imposing or seeking to rely on confidentiality obligations, the matter will be 
referred to the PHIO or a mediator (agreed by the parties or, failing agreement, 
nominated by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators Australia) for mediation. 

 
3.35. If the mediation is unsuccessful and the relevant RNN members consider that they are 

unable to engage in the collective negotiations and/or information exchanges authorised 
by the ACCC because of confidentiality obligations imposed or relied on by the 
Funding Organisation, the CNA may make recommendations to the relevant RNN 
members about a collective boycott of that Funding Organisation. 

 
                                                 
3 The Private Health Insurance Ombudsman has prepared Transition Protocols for hospital contract termination 
which are available as a resource for industry to use. 
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3.36. The CEO/Executive Authority of each relevant RNN members will determine whether 
or not that member participates in a collective boycott. 

 
3.37. Notification of an intention to enter into a collective boycott, including effective dates 

of boycott implementation, will be communicated in writing to the designated 
contracting officer of the Funding Organisation. If a boycott eventually results in the 
relevant RNN members going out of contract, there will be a notification to 
stakeholders in line with the PHIO’s current recommendation in this regard, as well as 
fulfilling all obligations for the treatment of pre-booked hospitals admissions for 
patients, who are members of the relevant Funding Organisation. 

 
Joint Purchasing Network 
 
3.38. The CNA will conduct negotiations with a supplier on behalf of all those JPN members 

who are notified to the supplier. 
 
3.39. If the supplier refuses to negotiate with the CNA in respect of one or more of the 

relevant JPN members, this matter will be referred to a mediator (who will be agreed 
by the parties or nominated by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators Australia, if 
not agreed). 

 
3.40. If, following the mediation, the parties remain in dispute, CNA will make a 

recommendation to the relevant JPN members about a collective boycott of the supplier 
by those JPN members wishing to negotiate collectively with that supplier. 

 
3.41. The CEO/Executive Authority of each relevant JPN member will determine whether 

that member participates in a collective boycott. 
 
3.42. Notification of an intention to enter into a collective boycott, including effective dates 

of boycott implementation, will be communicated in writing to a representative of the 
supplier. 

 
The initial authorisations  
 
3.43. Authorisations A30216 and A30219 were granted to SVHA on 5 March 2004 and are 

due to expire on 5 March 2009. The ACCC granted authorisation to: 

• the initial members of the Health Purchase Provider Agreement (HPPA) network 
and any other private hospitals eligible to join the HPPA network to collectively 
negotiate with health funds and the Repatriation Commission but not including 
the ability to collectively boycott 

• the initial members of the HPPA network – except St Vincent’s and Mercy 
Private Hospital, Melbourne and Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital, Brisbane 
– to engage in collective boycotts of health funds and the Repatriation 
Commission 

• the initial members of the joint purchasing network and any facilities eligible to 
join the joint purchasing network to collectively negotiate with suppliers 
including the ability to collectively boycott 
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• the initial and additional members of both the HPPA and joint purchasing 
networks to exchange, through the common agent, fees, costs, prices, fee and 
other information. 

 
3.44. New hospitals were able to join the group provided that their addition did not ‘increase 

the combined market share of the participants in either of the purchasing network or 
HPPA network above 40 per cent’. 
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4. Submissions received by the ACCC 
 
Prior to the draft determination 
 
4.1. SVHA provided a supporting submission with its application for revocation and 

substitution and subsequently provided further clarifying information. 
 
4.2. The ACCC sought submissions from 72 interested parties potentially affected by the 

application, including health funds, other suppliers, competitors, consumer groups, 
industry associations and government departments. The ACCC received public 
submissions from: 

• Australian Health Service Alliance Limited (AHSA) which, while noting it 
was difficult to provide meaningful comments given the lack of detail provided in 
SVHA’s application, submitted that it had concerns about the proposed 
arrangements and their likely impact on health insurance premiums.  

• Australian Regional Health Group Limited (ARHG) which opposes the 
proposed arrangements and is particularly concerned about their impact on 
smaller health funds. ARHG submitted that any authorisation be limited to funds 
who represent more than 20 per cent of health fund members in any given state. 

• Bupa Australia Group and MBF Australia Pty Ltd (BUPA) which submitted 
its opposition to the proposed arrangements. 

• Department of Human Services (Victoria) which considers that collective 
bargaining will facilitate improvements in the relationships within the health 
sector and may also contribute to the rationalisation of product lines, which may 
assist in developments for best value in the health sector. 

• HBF Health Funds Inc (HBF) which advised that while it does not oppose 
SVHA’s application, it seeks the exclusion of Western Australia from the 
proposed arrangements in any authorisation granted by the ACCC. 

• Medibank Private Limited (Medibank) which advised that it does not oppose 
authorisation of collective negotiations but has reservations about how the 
proposed arrangements will work in practice. However, Medibank is strongly 
opposed to the proposed collective boycott arrangements and the sharing of price 
and fee information by CNA members. 

• Queensland Health which submitted that SVHA’s application will not affect 
either the statutory responsibilities of Queensland Health to provide a public 
health system or its limited commercial operations. 

• The Hospitals Contribution Fund of Australia Limited (HCF) which 
submitted that the proposed arrangements will result in increased health insurance 
premiums and out of pocket expenses with no guarantee of improved quality 
when services are delivered at RNN hospitals.  

 
4.3. The ACCC also received a submission from an anonymous party who considered that 

SVHA should quantify the cost savings and efficiency gains it claims. 
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Following the draft determination 
 
4.4. In response to the draft determination, the ACCC received public submissions from: 

• Australian Health Insurance Association (AHIA) which stated that it sees no 
public benefit from the proposed arrangements. AHIA raised concern that the 
proposed arrangements will result in increased costs for health funds and place 
further pressure on premiums, to the detriment of consumers. AHIA believes that 
the proposed information sharing arrangements will provide member hospitals with 
an unfair advantage in their negotiations with health funds. AHIA is also concerned 
that the proposed arrangements will distort market power for the provision of 
private hospital services. 

• ARHG which opposes the proposed authorisation of the sharing of revenue 
information. ARHG is concerned that if CNA members are permitted to share 
revenue information, they will want to receive the highest benefit for each of the 
services they provide, regardless of whether the standard of the hospital, the nature 
of the hospital casemix and the overall revenue model for that facility is 
comparative. ARHG considers that this will have the effect of either forcing health 
funds to go out of contract with hospitals, or forcing up the price of health fund 
premiums. Both of these outcomes will result in consumers withdrawing from 
private health insurance. ARHG also raised concerns about the possibility that the 
CNA will assist its members in individual negotiations with health funds, utilising 
the knowledge it has gained via the information sharing arrangements. 

• Department of Health and Human Services (Tasmania) which submitted its 
support for the draft determination. 

• HBF which opposes the proposed authorisation of the information sharing 
arrangements. HBF believes that as a result of its position in Western Australia, the 
information sharing arrangements will enable the RNN to accurately determine the 
benefits payable by HBF to each hospital. This will result in hospitals in the RNN, 
with whom HBF decides to negotiate individually, demanding higher benefits. 

• Medibank which submitted that authorising CNA members to exchange ‘revenue 
data’ information could result in substantial public detriment. Medibank noted that 
one of the examples of ‘aggregated and benchmarked revenue data’ given in the 
draft determination is the price weight of one (PWO) by fund. From Medibank’s 
perspective, the PWO is the most important piece of information relating to price 
and the exchange of PWOs between member hospitals is equivalent to the exchange 
of rate schedules, because rate schedule can be recreated by multiplying the PWO 
by the publicly available weights for treatments. Medibank believes that allowing 
member hospitals to exchange, outside of a true collective negotiation, information 
relating to Medibank’s PWOs and percentage increases from year to year will 
artificially inflate the rates paid to member hospitals, either immediately or over the 
term of the authorisation. This is particularly so given the number of hospitals 
involved and the significance of some of them to Medibank’s members.  

 
4.5. SVHA provided several submissions addressing the issues raised by the interested 

parties following the draft determination and in response to a request for further 
information from the ACCC. In particular, SVHA provided: 
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• clarification of the proposed collective boycott arrangements, including advice that 
it no longer seeks authorisation for the proposed large health fund boycott 

• further information about the nature of the information to be shared under the 
proposed information sharing arrangements.  

 
4.6. SVHA disputed a number of claims made by interested parties concerning the nature of 

the relationship between Funding Organisations and hospitals and the likely 
consequences of the proposed arrangements. SVHA also rejected the suggestion that 
small hospitals in country towns can have effective bargaining power. 

 
4.7. SVHA and some interested parties also provided clarification on some factual issues in 

the draft determination. 
 
4.8. The views of SVHA and interested parties are discussed in more detail in the ACCC’s 

evaluation of the proposed arrangements in Chapters 7 and 8 of this determination. 
Copies of public submissions are available from the ACCC website 
(www.accc.gov.au) by following the ‘Public Registers’ and ‘Authorisations Public 
Registers’ links. 
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5. The net public benefit test 
 
5.1. Under section 91C of the Act, the ACCC may revoke an existing authorisation and 

grant another authorisation in substitution for the one revoked, at the request of the 
person to whom the authorisation was granted or another person on behalf of such a 
person. 

 
5.2. In order for the ACCC to revoke an existing authorisation and grant a substitute 

authorisation, the ACCC must consider the substitute authorisation is the same manner 
as the standard authorisation process (as outlined in Chapter 1). 

 
5.3. Broadly under section 91C(7) the ACCC must not make a determination revoking an 

authorisation and substituting another authorisation unless the ACCC is satisfied that 
the relevant statutory tests are met. 

 
Application A91099 
 
5.4. SVHA is seeking a substitute authorisation under section 88(1) of the Act to make and 

give effect to a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of 
which would have the purpose, or would have or might have the effect, of substantially 
lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of the Act. The relevant tests 
for this application are found in sections 90(6) and 90(7) of the Act. 

 
5.5. In respect of the making of and giving effect to the arrangements, sections 90(6) and 

90(7) of the Act state that the ACCC shall not authorise a provision of a proposed 
contract, arrangement or understanding, other than an exclusionary provision, unless it 
is satisfied in all the circumstances that: 

• the provision of the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding would 
result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the public and 

• this benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any 
lessening of competition that would result, or be likely to result, if the proposed 
contract or arrangement was made and the provision concerned was given effect 
to. 

 
5.6. SVHA is also seeking a substitute authorisation under section 88(1) of the Act to make 

and give effect to a contract, arrangement or understanding, a provision of which is or 
may be an exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of the Act. The 
relevant test is found in section 90(8) of the Act. 

 
5.7. Section 90(8) states that the ACCC shall not authorise a proposed exclusionary 

provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding, unless it is satisfied in all the 
circumstances that the proposed provision would result or be likely to result in such a 
benefit to the public that the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding should 
be authorised. 
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Application of the tests 
 
5.8. There is some variation in the language in the Act, particularly between the tests in 

sections 90(6)/90(7) and 90(8). 
 
5.9. The Australian Competition Tribunal (the Tribunal) has found that the tests are not 

precisely the same. The Tribunal has stated that the test under section 90(6) is limited 
to a consideration of those detriments arising from a lessening of competition but the 
test under section 90(8) is not so limited.4 

 
5.10. However, the Tribunal has previously stated that regarding the test under section 90(6): 

[the] fact that the only public detriment to be taken into account is lessening of competition does not 
mean that other detriments are not to be weighed in the balance when a judgment is being made. 
Something relied upon as a benefit may have a beneficial, and also a detrimental, effect on society. Such 
detrimental effect as it has must be considered in order to determine the extent of its beneficial effect.5 

 
5.11. Consequently, when applying either test, the ACCC can take most, if not all, public 

detriments likely to result from the relevant conduct into account either by looking at 
the detriment side of the equation or when assessing the extent of the benefits. 

 
5.12. Given the similarity in wording between sections 90(6) and 90(7), the ACCC considers 

the approach described above in relation to section 90(6) is also applicable to section 
90(7). 

 
Definition of public benefit and public detriment 
 
5.13. Public benefit is not defined in the Act. However, the Tribunal has stated that the term 

should be given its widest possible meaning. In particular, it includes: 
…anything of value to the community generally, any contribution to the aims pursued by society 
including as one of its principle elements … the achievement of the economic goals of efficiency and 
progress.6 

 
5.14. Public detriment is also not defined in the Act but the Tribunal has given the concept a 

wide ambit, including: 
…any impairment to the community generally, any harm or damage to the aims pursued by the society 
including as one of its principal elements the achievement of the goal of economic efficiency.7 

                                                 
4  Australian Association of Pathology Practices Incorporated [2004] ACompT 4; 7 April 2004. This view was 

supported in VFF Chicken Meat Growers’ Boycott Authorisation [2006] AcompT9 at paragraph 67. 
5  Re Association of Consulting Engineers, Australia (1981) ATPR 40-2-2 at 42788. See also: Media Council case 

(1978) ATPR 40-058 at 17606; and Application of Southern Cross Beverages Pty. Ltd., Cadbury Schweppes Pty 
Ltd and Amatil Ltd for review (1981) ATPR 40-200 at 42,763, 42766. 

6  Re 7-Eleven Stores (1994) ATPR 41-357 at 42,677. See also Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd 
(1976) ATPR 40-012 at 17,242. 

7  Re 7-Eleven Stores (1994) ATPR 41-357 at 42,683. 
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Future with-and-without test 
 
5.15. The ACCC applies the ‘future with-and-without test’ established by the Tribunal to 

identify and weigh the public benefit and public detriment generated by arrangements 
for which authorisation has been sought.8 

 
5.16. Under this test, the ACCC compares the public benefit and anti-competitive detriment 

generated by arrangements in the future if the authorisation is granted with those 
generated if the authorisation is not granted. This requires the ACCC to predict how the 
relevant markets will react if authorisation is not granted. This prediction is referred to 
as the ‘counterfactual’. 

 
Length of authorisation and conditions 
 
5.17. The ACCC can grant authorisation for a limited period of time.9 The Act also allows 

the ACCC to grant authorisation subject to conditions.10 
 
Future and other parties 
 
5.18. Applications to make or give effect to contracts, arrangements or understandings that 

might substantially lessen competition or constitute exclusionary provisions may be 
expressed to extend to: 

• persons who become party to the contract, arrangement or understanding at some 
time in the future11 

• persons named in the authorisation as being a party or a proposed party to the 
contract, arrangement or understanding.12 

                                                 
8  Australian Performing Rights Association (1999) ATPR 41-701 at 42,936. See also for example: Australian 

Association of Pathology Practices Incorporated (2004) ATPR 41-985 at 48,556; Re Media Council of Australia 
(No.2) (1987) ATPR 40-774 at 48,419. 

9  Section 91(1). 
10  Section 91(3). 
11  Section 88(10). 
12  Section 88(6). 
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6. ACCC evaluation – affected markets and counterfactual 
 
6.1. The ACCC’s evaluation of the proposed arrangements is in accordance with the net 

public benefit test outlined in Chapter 5 of this determination. As required by the test, it 
is necessary for the ACCC to assess the likely public benefits and detriments flowing 
from the proposed arrangements. 

 
Affected markets 
 
6.2. The first step in assessing the effect of the conduct for which authorisation is sought is 

to consider the relevant market(s) affected by that conduct. 
 
6.3. With respect to the RNN, SVHA submitted that the market potentially affected by the 

proposed arrangements is the market for the acquisition of private hospital services by 
Funding Organisations (referred to as the hospital services market).  

 
6.4. SVHA considers this market is state-based, which reflects the way in which Funding 

Organisations acquire private hospital services. The share of private hospital beds 
accounted for by current and potential RNN members is set out in the following table.13 

Revenue Negotiation Network share of private hospital beds by state (%) 
 

State/Territory Current RNN members’ share of 
private hospital beds 

Potential RNN members’ share 
of private hospital beds 

NSW/ACT 13.1 17 

VIC 15.2 26.6 

QLD 26.6 26.6 

SA 21.1 21.1 

Tas 52.9 52.9 

WA Nil 42.9 

NT Nil Nil 
Source: SVHA submission pg 32 

 
6.5. SVHA provided the following further information in respect of the relevant 

States/Territories: 

• NSW / ACT. Ramsay, Healthscope and HealthCare account for 31%, 15% and 6.4% 
of private hospital beds respectively. 

• Victoria. Healthscope, Ramsay and the Epworth Group account for 18.8%, 16.6% 
and 16.6% private hospital beds respectively. 

• Queensland. Ramsay, Uniting Healthcare and Healthscope have 30.2%, 15.5% and 
11.8% of private hospital beds respectively. 

                                                 
13 HBF disputed the figure provided in this table for the RNN’s share of private hospital beds in WA. It considers 
that on the basis of actual occupancy rate, the RNN’s share in WA is 49.6%. 
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• South Australia. All member hospitals in South Australia are owned by the Little 
Company of Mary and are therefore already related bodies corporate. Healthscope 
and Ramsay account for 27.4% and 3.8% of private hospital beds respectively. 

• Tasmania. All member hospitals in Tasmania are owned by the Little Company of 
Mary and are therefore already related bodies corporate. Healthscope and 
HealtheCare account for 23.0% and 5.6% of private hospital beds respectively. 

• Western Australia. All member hospitals in Western Australia, except for one RNN 
hospital, are owned by the St John of God group and are therefore already related 
bodies corporate. Ramsay and Healthscope account for 30.5% and 6.9% of private 
hospital beds respectively. 

 
6.6. The market share of the major health funds by State is in the following table. 

 
Health funds market share by State (%) 

 
 ARHG AHSA BUPA HBF HCF Medibank 

National market share (benefits paid) 2.7 25.1 29.4 5.9 9.2 27.7

National market share (hospital 
membership) 

2.8 25.4 28.1 6.7 9.6 27.3

NSW 0.4 34.5 22.6 10.0 20.8 21.4

Vic 8.4 23.8 27.9 0.2 4.8 34.9

Qld 0.7 23.3 37.2 0.2 3.9 34.6

SA 0.3 19.2 58.1 0.2 3.0 19.3

Tas 16.3 9.4 37.6 0.3 1.1 35.2

WA 1.4 11.0 6.9 59.3 0.7 20.7
Source: SVHA submission pg 31 

 
6.7. The ACCC has previously considered that there are factors which impact the ability of 

health funds to adopt a wholly national approach to their businesses. Such factors 
include: 

• risk equalisation liabilities which are calculated on a state/territory basis 

• varying costs of medical specialist services per state 

• varying costs of private hospital services per state 

• distinctly different market share of private health insurance providers in each 
state/territory 

• difficulties private health insurance providers have in gaining significant market 
share outside their ‘home’ states 

• the tendency for a state-based approach to marketing by private health insurance 
providers 
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• the use by some private health insurance providers of different brand names in 
different states.14 
 

6.8. Therefore for the purpose of assessing this application for authorisation the ACCC 
considers the relevant area of competition to be the state markets for the acquisition of 
private hospital services by Funding Organisations (referred to as the hospital services 
market). This is consistent with the ACCC’s assessment of SVHA’s initial applications 
for authorisation. 

 
6.9. With respect to negotiations conducted by the JPN, SVHA submitted that the markets 

potentially affected by the proposed arrangements are the various markets for inputs 
purchased by the member hospitals. Such goods and services include: medical and 
surgical supplies; general supplies, including stationary and furniture; capital 
equipment, including diagnostic equipment; pharmaceuticals and pharmacy services; 
pathology supplies; cleaning services; catering services; security and maintenance 
services; banking services; insurance services; energy and other utilities; 
telecommunications services; and legal services.  

 
6.10. SVHA noted that while some of these products and services, such as medical and 

surgical supplies, are specific to the health sector, others such as telecommunications, 
furniture and legal services, are not. SVHA submitted that some suppliers of these 
goods and services are large companies with significant countervailing power. 

 
6.11. SVHA provided the following market share information for the JPN. It is based on the 

assumption that only hospitals purchase the inputs to be acquired by the JPN. SVHA 
submitted market share estimates for the JPN with and without its potential three new 
members. 

 
 JPN national share of hospital beds 
 

 National private 
beds 

National public 
beds 

Total national beds

Current JPN 
total 

6 422 25.1% 2 366 4.3% 8 788 11.0%

Potential JPN 
total 

6 683 26.1% 2 366 4.3% 9 049 11.3%

Non-JPN beds 18 892 73.9% 52 235 95.7% 71 127 88.7%

Total 25 575 100.0% 54 601 100.0% 80 176 100.0%
Source: SVHA submission pg 37 

 
6.12. In this instance, the ACCC is of the view that it is not necessary to comprehensively 

define these markets. The ACCC considers that its assessment will not be significantly 
affected by the variations in precise market definition. The ACCC proposes to adopt 
the market definitions put forward by SVHA. 

                                                 
14 Public Competition Assessment – proposed merger of BUPA and MBF – 16 November 2007. 
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The counterfactual 
 
6.13. As noted in Chapter 5 of this determination, in order to identify and measure the public 

benefit and public detriment generated by conduct, the ACCC applies the ‘future with-
and-without test’. 

 
6.14. Some interested parties suggested that a merger between the parties may be more 

appropriate than authorisation to enhance the competitiveness of Catholic hospitals. On 
the other hand SVHA submitted that canon and civil law requirements prevent Catholic 
hospitals from simply merging their operations which may have occurred in a purely 
commercial environment. SVHA considers that without authorisation, Catholic 
hospitals cannot collaborate to the degree necessary to enable them to operate 
efficiently and effectively.  

 
6.15. The ACCC’s role in the authorisation context is to assess the application before it on its 

merits, according to the net public benefit test. The ACCC has not considered whether 
the member hospitals can or should merge their operations. However, in its 
consideration of authorisations A30216 and A30219 the ACCC accepted that some of 
the members of the CNA were related bodies corporate for the purposes of the 
application of section 45 of the Act. For this reason, the ACCC considered the most 
likely situation without authorisation was for the facilities which were related bodies 
corporate to participate in the then Health Purchase Provider Agreement (HPPA) (now 
the RNN) and Joint Purchasing Networks. 

 
6.16. To the extent that current and proposed members of the CNA continue to be related 

bodies corporate it is possible that they may participate in the proposed arrangements 
without authorisation. However, current and proposed members of the CNA that are 
not related bodies corporate would be unlikely to participate in the arrangements 
without authorisation given the risks of breaching the Act from arrangements involving 
collective bargaining and exclusionary provisions. 
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7. ACCC evaluation – public detriment 
 
7.1. In assessing the likely public detriment to be generated by the proposed arrangements, 

the ACCC will consider the detriment associated with the proposed collective 
bargaining, information sharing and collective boycott arrangements separately. 

 
The proposed collective bargaining arrangements 
 
7.2. SVHA seeks authorisation for collective negotiations between private hospitals and 

health funds and the Repatriation Commission. In addition, it seeks authorisation for 
collective negotiations between private hospitals and suppliers of a range of goods and 
services. Under the proposed arrangements, SVHA will establish three bargaining 
groups known as the Partner Hospitals group, the Revenue Negotiation Network and 
the Joint Purchasing Network (the Partner Hospitals group is a sub-set of the Revenue 
Negotiation Network). The table on page 7 of this determination lists the members of 
each group and the operation of the proposed collective bargaining arrangements is 
described in paragraphs 3.13 to 3.25. 

 
7.3. Collective bargaining refers to an arrangement under which two or more competitors in 

an industry come together to negotiate terms and conditions, which can include price, 
with a supplier or customer. In this instance, a group of private hospitals proposes to 
come together to negotiate contract terms with health funds, the Repatriation 
Commission and suppliers of a range of goods and services used by the hospitals. 

 
7.4. Generally speaking, competition between individual businesses generates price signals 

which direct resources to their most efficient use. Collective agreements to negotiate 
terms and conditions can interfere with these price signals and accordingly lead to 
inefficiencies. However, the extent of the detriment and the impact on competition of 
the collective agreement will depend upon the specific circumstances involved. 

 
Submissions 
 
SVHA 
 
7.5. SVHA provided the following information about the possible anti-competitive 

detriment associated with its proposed collective bargaining arrangements.  
 

a) Partner Hospitals group. SVHA did not specifically address the potential public 
detriment arising from proposed collective bargaining undertaken by the Partner 
Hospitals group.  

 
b) Revenue Negotiation Network. SVHA submitted that the proposed collective 

bargaining arrangements under the RNN will not lessen competition in any 
affected market. It considers that the share of private hospital beds held by RNN 
members in New South Wales / ACT, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia 
is modest such that collective negotiation by the RNN is not likely to materially 
affect competition in these regions. In the case of Western Australia and 
Tasmania, SVHA submitted that while RNN members account for a substantial 
share of private hospital beds in these states, this share is held by the Little 
Company of Mary in Tasmania and St John of God in Western Australia. Given 
that RNN member hospitals in Tasmania and Western Australia are currently 
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operated by a single owner in each state, SVHA submitted that competition in 
these states will not be affected by the RNN. 

 
 SVHA considers that the proposed arrangement will only assist CNA members to 

address the fundamental imbalance in bargaining power with Funding 
Organisations which results from information asymmetries, revenue dependence 
and the different consequences for hospitals and health funds of failing to 
negotiate a revenue contract.  

 
c) Joint Purchasing Network. SVHA submitted that the proposed collective 

bargaining arrangements under the JPN will not lessen competition in any 
affected market. It noted that the significant participants in health sector 
procurement are the public health purchasing entities and they determine the 
competitive outcomes. SVHA advised that non-medical goods which may be the 
subject of negotiation by the JPN are not specific to hospitals or even the broader 
health industry. Some of the suppliers of the goods and services sought by the 
JPN are large companies with significant bargaining power. In these 
circumstances, SVHA considers it unlikely that the CNA would be in a position 
to dictate prices to any supplier. 

 
Interested parties 
 
7.6. Several interested parties disputed SVHA’s claim that there is a fundamental imbalance 

between health insurers and hospitals. AHSA, ARHG, HCF, Medibank and BUPA 
submitted that health funds do not take the decision to walk away from a contract with 
a hospital lightly because of the adverse effect on their membership base. Medibank 
noted that the value of its health insurance is the ability of its members to access private 
hospital services with little or no out-of-pocket expenses.  

 
7.7. BUPA submitted that the bargaining power of a hospital is dependent on its location 

and specialities, rather than its size. It noted that the sole hospital in a region will have 
substantial bargaining power relative to health insurers. HCF submitted that in its 
experience, hospitals delay negotiations with smaller funds as they are less important to 
the hospital and therefore not a priority. One party provided specific examples of 
negotiations between an insurer and a hospital in which the hospital had threatened to 
walk away unless its demands for price increases were agreed to. 

 
7.8. BUPA and Medibank noted the financial protection afforded to hospitals which go out 

of contract with health funds under the minimum benefit arrangements. Under the 
minimum benefits system, benefits are payable to private hospitals and day hospital 
facilities which meet certain quality and operational criteria and which do not have a 
contract with a health fund. This financial security is not available to health funds that 
go out of contract with hospitals.  

 
7.9. Several parties raised concerns about other aspects of the proposed collective 

negotiations. Medibank considers the ability of CNA members to opt in or opt out of 
negotiations at any time creates a lack of transparency in the negotiation process. In its 
dealings with CNA members under the previous negotiations, the involvement of the 
CNA was not always disclosed. AHSA expressed concern about the ability of CNA 
members to form strategic sub-groups for the purpose of a negotiation. ARHG is 
concerned about the impact of the proposed arrangements on smaller health funds and 
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suggested that the proposed arrangements only be authorised with respect to health 
funds that have greater than 20 per cent representation of health fund members in any 
given state. 

 
7.10. With respect to the proposed Partner Hospitals arrangement, BUPA submitted that if it 

is the intent of the RNN to negotiate collectively, there is no need for the additional 
authorisation for St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney Limited (in respect of St 
Vincent’s Private Hospital Sydney and the Mater Hospital Sydney), St Vincent’s 
Hospital Toowoomba Limited, St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited, St Vincent’s 
& Mercy Private Hospital Limited and The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital 
Limited to jointly negotiate contracts, as they would be subject to the contract 
collectively negotiated in each applicable state. 

 
ACCC view 
 
7.11. Collective bargaining arrangements within the health sector can raise significant 

competition concerns. The extent to which the anti-competitive effect of the 
arrangement is constrained is an important consideration in the ACCC’s assessment of 
any collective bargaining arrangement. 

 
7.12. The ACCC has previously identified that the anti-competitive effect of collective 

bargaining arrangements is likely to be more limited where the following features are 
present: 

 
• the current level of negotiations between individual members of the group and the 

proposed counterparties on the matters that they seek to negotiate is low, such 
that the difference between the level of competition with or without collective 
arrangements may also be low 

• there are restrictions on the coverage and composition of the bargaining group 

• participation in the collective bargaining arrangements is voluntary 

• there is no boycott activity. 

 
Level of individual negotiations with or without the proposed arrangements 
 
7.13. Where the level of individual bargaining between members of a proposed bargaining 

group and the target/s is low the difference between the level of competition with or 
without the collective arrangements may also be low. 

 
7.14. As noted the ACCC considers that without authorisation the hospitals will negotiate 

individually with health funds and the Repatriation Commission for hospital services 
contracts. Although, those members of the CNA that are related bodies corporate can 
continue to negotiate collectively with or without authorisation. 

 
7.15. It appears that under the existing authorisations collective bargaining by members of 

the CNA that are not related bodies corporate has been limited. In particular, BUPA 
advised that during the period of the initial authorisations, the only collective 
negotiations that took place were those of the related bodies corporate of the SVHA. 
These occurred prior to the implementation of, and therefore were not facilitated by, the 
initial authorisations. Medibank disputed SVHA’s claim that under the initial 
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authorisations, CNA negotiated once on behalf of all Partner Hospitals and that the 
non-price terms of these contracts are identical. Both BUPA and Medibank advised that 
under the initial authorisations, the CNA has participated in negotiations for CNA 
members, although these negotiations did not necessarily involve the CNA negotiating 
on behalf of more than one of its members at a time. 

 
7.16. SVHA has acknowledged it has faced several challenges in implementing the collective 

bargaining arrangements previously authorised. SVHA advised that different contract 
renewal dates, prohibitions on sharing information between the hospital members and 
contact terms which reflect the unique relationship between individual hospitals and 
health funds make it difficult to achieve a truly collective negotiation. SVHA advised 
that while under the proposed collective bargaining arrangements most contracts may 
still be negotiated separately, each negotiation will be able to be conducted with 
knowledge of the goals and approaches elsewhere in the RNN. 

 
7.17. The collective bargaining arrangements involving the Partner Hospitals group and the 

RNN proposed by SVHA have the potential to result in some lessening of competition 
when compared to a situation where CNA members negotiate contracts individually 
with health funds and the Repatriation Commission.  

 
7.18. However, the ACCC recognises that it is in the interests of both health funds and 

hospitals to maximise their availability to consumers by entering into multiple 
contracts. The proposed collective bargaining arrangements do not impact on the 
incentives faced by hospitals to have contracts with multiple health funds or the 
incentives faced by health funds to have contracts with multiple hospitals. For this 
reason, the potential anti-competitive effects of collective bargaining are reduced. 

 
7.19. With respect to the JPN, information suggests that collective negotiations have been 

relatively more common. As such, the level of competition under the proposed JPN 
collective bargaining arrangements is likely to be less than it would be without the 
arrangements. 

 
Coverage or composition of the bargaining groups 
 
7.20. The ACCC considers that where the size of bargaining groups is restricted, the anti-

competitive effect is likely to be reduced having regard to the smaller area of trade 
directly affected and to the competition provided by those suppliers outside the group. 

 
7.21. Under SVHA’s proposal, there are three bargaining groups – the Partner Hospitals, the 

RNN and the JPN. The RNN and the JPN each have the same 22 members. The Partner 
Hospitals are a sub-group of the RNN and the JPN. Geographically, RNN and JPN 
members are located across Australia. 

 
7.22. Under SVHA’s proposal, there is no scope to add new members to the bargaining 

groups apart from the three potential members it has identified. The ACCC is aware 
that the growth of the bargaining groups under the initial authorisations was of concern 
to interested parties.  

 
7.23. SVHA has advised that negotiations will be conducted on a geographic basis to meet 

the requirements of Funding Organisations. To date negotiations have been conducted 
on a state by state basis. The market shares of RNN members in each state on the basis 
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of private hospital bed numbers are set out in paragraph 6.4. The ACCC notes that in 
most states there are competing hospital groups with significant market shares. In 
Tasmania and Western Australia, where the RNN holds a more substantial market 
share, the ACCC notes that RNN hospitals are already controlled by a single entity in 
each state.  

 
7.24. The ACCC notes BUPA’s submission that some RNN members are the only private 

hospital in their local geographic region which provides these hospitals with 
considerable bargaining power in their dealings with health funds. 

 
7.25. The ACCC accepts that some hospitals have strategic importance to health funds given 

their location or specialty services provided. The presence of strategic hospitals in a 
bargaining group is likely to enhance the bargaining power of the group and potentially 
create a bargaining imbalance between the group and its health fund target. This 
bargaining imbalance may be greater for smaller health funds. 

 
7.26. The presence of strategically important hospitals in a bargaining group may force 

Funding Organisations to offer the same contract terms to all hospitals in the group or 
force health funds to enter into contracts with other members of the group which they 
would otherwise not deal with. Whether this occurs or not depends on the ability of 
Funding Organisations to genuinely choose whether to deal with the group or not. The 
issue of voluntary participation in the proposed collective bargaining arrangements is 
discussed in paragraphs 7.28 to 7.38. 

 
7.27. With respect to the JPN, the ACCC notes that there are alternative acquirers of the 

products and services supplied by those businesses that JPN members propose to 
negotiate with. An individual hospital is likely to have contracts with multiple suppliers 
and an individual supplier is likely to have contracts with multiple hospitals and other 
buyers. The ACCC is also mindful that JPN member hospitals represent around 11 per 
cent of hospital beds nationally (as set out in paragraph 6.11) and that many of the 
products and services that the JPN wishes to acquire are purchased by a variety of users 
and not just hospitals.  

 
Voluntary participation in the collective bargaining arrangements 
 
7.28. The issue of voluntary participation in the proposed collective bargaining arrangements 

is a key concern among interested parties.  
 
7.29. AHSA is concerned that all contract terms must be agreed by all CNA members and 

only negotiated through the RNN. AHSA advised that currently CNA members have 
the discretion and flexibility to participate in collective negotiations or to decide 
whether to engage in individual negotiations with AHSA. AHSA would be concerned if 
the RNN could decide which hospitals form part of any negotiation, particularly if they 
have the ability to collectively boycott.  

 
7.30. AHSA submitted that currently CNA members undertake individual price negotiations 

with AHSA and some CNA members negotiate tailored non-price terms that vary from 
the terms agreed by other CNA members. AHSA expects that individual CNA 
members will continue to want to negotiate price and price-related terms separately in 
the future and may also seek individual amendments to the standard non-price terms. 
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7.31. SVHA confirmed that participation in the proposed collective bargaining arrangements 
is voluntary for CNA members. SVHA clarified that under the proposed arrangements, 
it is possible for RNN members to negotiate non-standard contract terms on an 
individual basis to suit their particular circumstances. SVHA also advised that 
collective negotiation of price terms is not intended to achieve standard prices for all 
RNN members. It noted that within existing major hospital groups, different prices are 
paid to different hospitals and there is no reason to think that the CNA hospitals would 
be in a different position. SVHA submitted that collective negotiation of price terms is 
more likely to involve sub-sets of RNN members rather than the RNN as a whole. 

 
7.32. The ACCC considers that the voluntary nature of the proposed arrangements for CNA 

members is likely to contribute to a reduction in the anti-competitive detriment 
associated with the arrangements. Those hospitals that consider they will be able to 
individually negotiate a more commercially attractive arrangement have the option to 
do so. Provided the arrangements are voluntary, the incentives to compete on price or 
to improve service quality will not be removed by the proposed arrangements. 

 
7.33. However the ACCC notes interested parties’ concerns that the ability of CNA members 

to choose whether to participate in the collective negotiations means that in practice, it 
is difficult for the Funding Organisation to know which hospitals are in the group the 
subject of the negotiations or whether the CNA is representing or advising a single 
hospital. 

 
7.34. The ACCC considers that a lack of transparency with respect to the identity of the 

parties to any negotiation generates an information asymmetry and could undermine the 
potential efficiencies associated with collective bargaining arrangements. 

 
7.35. Consequently, the ACCC expects that CNA members will, at the commencement of 

both individual and collective negotiations, disclose to their negotiating counterparty 
the particular hospitals that are part of the negotiating group and if they intend to 
receive the assistance of the CNA during the course of the negotiation. 

 
7.36. While participation in the proposed collective bargaining arrangements involving the 

Partner Hospitals group and the RNN is voluntary for CNA members, participation is 
not voluntary for health funds and the Repatriation Commission due the possibility of 
the collective boycotts proposed by SVHA. The ACCC notes that SVHA is no longer 
seeking authorisation for the proposed large health fund boycott, which would have 
taken place when collective negotiations with a Funding Organisation failed. The 
ACCC’s assessment of the remaining proposed collective boycott arrangements begins 
at paragraph 7.69. 

 
7.37. In the absence of the proposed collective boycott arrangements, the ACCC is satisfied 

that the proposed collective bargaining arrangements involving the Partner Hospitals 
group and the RNN are genuinely voluntary for Funding Organisations. The ACCC 
understands that SVHA’s attempts to implement the collective bargaining arrangements 
the subject of the initial authorisations have been frustrated by the ability of Funding 
Organisations to decline to deal with CNA members as a group. This suggests that 
Funding Organisations are genuinely able to choose whether to deal with CNA 
members as a collective or on an individual basis.  
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7.38. The ACCC notes the role of the PHIO in requiring the mediation of contractual 
disputes between health funds and hospitals assists to ensure that the proposed 
arrangements are voluntary. If a health fund is unable to reach agreement with a CNA 
member, it can seek the assistance of the PHIO. 

 
7.39. With respect to the JPN, while participation is voluntary for JPN members, 

participation would not be voluntary for suppliers due to the possibility of the collective 
boycotts proposed by SVHA. The ACCC’s assessment of the proposed collective 
boycott arrangements begins at paragraph 7.69. 

 
7.40. In the absence of the proposed collective boycott arrangements involving the JPN, the 

ACCC is satisfied that the proposed collective bargaining arrangements involving the 
JPN are genuinely voluntary for suppliers. While the relative bargaining position of the 
JPN will vary from supplier to supplier, in general the ACCC considers that supplier 
will be able to choose whether to deal with JPN members as a group or on an individual 
basis.  

 
The proposed information sharing arrangements 
 
7.41. The RNN proposes to exchange aggregated revenue data as well data concerning 

activities, costs and efficiencies for the purpose of benchmarking among the member 
hospitals. 

 
Submissions 
 
SVHA 
 
7.42. SVHA submitted that sharing information is intrinsic to and necessary for any true 

collective negotiation.  
 
7.43. In response to concerns raised by interested parties after the draft determination about 

SVHA’s proposed sharing of revenue information, SVHA submitted that revenue 
modelling is an important and complementary performance management tool to cost 
modelling. SVHA believes that revenue modelling assists hospitals to: 

• identify opportunities for improved patient access to services as well as efficiency 
improvements in service delivery 

• replicate and perform impact analyses across the wide variety of differing, non-
standard and complex business rules, terms and conditions used by Funding 
Organisations in their HPPAs. SVHA claims that the capacity to perform this type 
of analysis is only available to some CNA members through participation in the 
CNA. 

• validate aggregate revenue performance against aggregate cost performance 

• achieve reporting consistency. SVHA noted that some aggregated revenue reports, 
such as the CNA Prosthesis Audit report, are produced on a monthly basis while 
others are generated on a 6-monthly basis. SVHA advised that all revenue data used 
in the aggregated reporting is drawn from a hospital’s Hospital Casemix Protocol 
(HCP) data set, which is the mandatory minimum data set produced by all private 
hospitals in Australia. This data set includes clinical, demographic and financial 
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information for privately insured admitted patient services, all of which is provided 
to Funding Organisations and ultimately reported to government.  

 
7.44. SVHA advised that Funding Organisation price schedules are not shared or compared 

between RNN member hospitals. 
 
Interested parties 
 
7.45. Prior to the draft determination, several interested parties raised concerns with SVHA’s 

proposed information sharing arrangement.  
 
7.46. HBF and Medibank submitted their strong opposition to the sharing of cost, price and 

fee information between CNA members. AHSA, HCF and Medibank submitted that if 
contract prices are made available to all CNA members then CNA members will seek 
the highest national rate available across hospitals and across individual contracts, 
which will result in increased insurance premiums for consumers. Medibank considers 
that this in turn may lead to an increase in the number of consumers who drop out of 
private health insurance which will place further strain on the public system and result 
in broader public detriment. 

 
7.47. HBF also opposes CNA members sharing non-price related information. It considers 

that confidentiality is crucial to its negotiations and the amount of benefit it pays to 
hospitals. 

 
7.48. Concerns were expressed about the nature of the information to be shared and the 

potential for it to distort negotiations. ARHG raised concerns about the potential ability 
of CNA members to share raw data as well as aggregated data but noted that the 
sharing of aggregated data may create an unreal platform on which to base future 
negotiations. HCF submitted that simple price comparisons between different hospitals 
can be misleading because they do not take into account the complexities associated 
with pricing. 

 
7.49. Interested parties also expressed concern about the ability, under the initial 

authorisations, of CNA members to exchange information but then choose not to 
participate in collective negotiations. BUPA submitted that information sharing in the 
absence of collective negotiation is more likely to result in a public detriment through 
increased premiums. BUPA considers that information sharing should only be allowed 
for the purpose of negotiating a collective agreement and not for the purpose of 
constructing the most beneficial agreement for an individual hospital negotiation. 

 
7.50. HCF noted the existing ability of hospitals to benchmark a range of information with 

other hospitals. It advised that price information can be de-identified and aggregated for 
all funds and then applied to an agreed benchmarking model. 

 
7.51. Medibank acknowledged that some sharing of price and fee information is probably 

necessary if some or all of the RNN members participate in collective negotiation of all 
terms of a revenue contract, including rates.  

 
7.52. In response to the draft determination, AHIA, ARHG, HBF and Medibank submitted 

their opposition to the proposed authorisation of the information sharing arrangements. 
ARGH, HBF and Medibank are particularly concerned about the proposed sharing of 
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revenue information and suggest that the sharing of this type of information will enable 
CNA members to accurately determine the benefits paid by Funding Organisations to 
CNA member hospitals. 

 
ACCC view 
 
7.53. The exchange of certain information among competitors, particularly in relation to 

prices, fees and costs, may facilitate collusion or otherwise reduce competition, 
resulting in increased prices or reduced quality and availability of goods or services. 
Outcomes of this nature are associated with significant public detriment. 

 
7.54. Nonetheless, the ACCC accepts that to some degree, information sharing is an inherent 

aspect of collective bargaining because in order to collectively negotiate terms and 
conditions with a supplier or customer, the members of the collective bargaining group 
must discuss their desired outcomes from negotiations and how these can best be 
achieved. It is difficult to imagine a collective bargaining arrangement that does not 
involve some form of information sharing between the members of the collective 
bargaining group.  

 

7.55. Prior to the draft determination, concerns by interested parties raise the following broad 
issues with respect to SVHA’s proposed information sharing arrangements: 

• if inappropriate information, such as raw data, is shared, negotiations will not be 
based on reliable data or expectations 

• information sharing can take place between parties that do not ultimately 
participate in collective negotiations 

• the sharing of price information will result in increased health insurance 
premiums, with potential negative flow-on effects to the broader health industry. 

 
7.56. In response to the draft determination, interested parties raised an objection to the 

proposed authorisation of aggregated revenue information. The ACCC’s assessment of 
the issues raised by interested parties follows. 

 
Sharing of raw data 
 
7.57. SVHA advised that the data to be exchanged will be aggregated revenue data as well 

data concerning activities, costs and efficiencies for the purpose of benchmarking. The 
ACCC understands that raw data will not be shared and its assessment is made on this 
basis. 

 
Sharing of information between parties that do not participate in collective negotiations 
 
7.58. Under SVHA’s proposal, it is possible that information may be shared between CNA 

members that do not ultimately participate in collective negotiations. This is due to the 
voluntary nature of the collective bargaining arrangements for RNN members.  

 
7.59. In assessing whether this possibility is likely to generate a detriment to the public, the 

ACCC is mindful that those members of the CNA that are related bodies corporate can 
already negotiate collectively and share price and non-price information with or 
without authorisation. The ACCC also notes that clinical and some aggregated price 
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information is already available to hospitals generally and is able to be shared without 
raising competition issues. 

 
7.60. However, most CNA members are not related bodies corporate. There is potential anti-

competitive detriment associated with the sharing of information between these parties 
because it may distort their individual negotiations with Funding Organisations. Such 
negotiations may lead to outcomes that differ from those that would be achieved in an 
environment where competitors had not shared information. The ACCC would be 
particularly concerned if information sharing by member hospitals caused health 
insurance premiums to rise and the potential impact of information sharing on health 
insurance premiums is discussed in paragraphs 7.59 – 7.68.  

 
The impact of information sharing on health insurance premiums 
 
7.61. The ACCC acknowledges that the sharing of information, and particularly revenue 

information, between CNA members may result in those CNA members that are 
receiving relatively less from health funds to seek to receive more from health funds in 
their next negotiation.  

 
7.62. However, while the sharing of information may influence a hospital’s desired outcome 

from a negotiation process, it is not clear that the sharing of information in itself 
enhances the ability of the hospital to achieve its desired negotiation outcome. The 
bargaining position of a hospital would appear to depend on factors which are not 
related to information sharing. 

 
7.63. In particular, the ACCC understands that a hospital’s bargaining position is primarily a 

consequence of its geographic location and the nature of the services it offers. For 
example, the sole hospital in a regional area, even a smaller hospital, is more likely to 
have bargaining power relative to health insurers.  

 
7.64. Interested parties have confirmed that some hospitals, referred to as strategic hospitals, 

do have significantly more bargaining power than others. The relative importance of 
strategic hospitals exists with or without SVHA’s proposed arrangements. 

 
7.65. In the context of SVHA’s proposed arrangements, a bargaining group which includes a 

strategic hospital may try to use the relatively strong bargaining position of the strategic 
hospital to improve the bargaining position of the group as a whole.  

 
7.66. However, the ACCC considers that the interdependence of private hospitals and health 

funds, and the need for both sectors to negotiate and deal with each other will act to 
counter attempts by hospitals to exercise any bargaining power arising from the 
presence of the strategic hospital in the group. It is in the interests of both health funds 
and hospitals to maximise their availability to consumers by entering into multiple 
contracts. A health fund cannot operate without arrangements with private hospitals 
and it is not without cost for a health fund to go out of contract with a particular 
hospital. Similarly a private hospital cannot operate without arrangements with health 
funds and the viability of an individual hospital may be jeopardised if it is unable to 
contract with the major health funds.  

 
7.67. The presence of a strategic hospital in a bargaining group does not impact on the 

incentives faced by hospitals to have contracts with multiple health funds or the 
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incentives faced by health funds to have contracts with multiple hospitals. The ACCC 
would also expect that the competitive dynamic associated with the incentives faced by 
hospitals and health funds to enter into multiple contracts will operate such that even in 
the case of a collective negotiation by a group of hospitals, the resulting contract terms, 
including rates of reimbursement, may differ. 

 
7.68. Given this, the ACCC considers that it is unlikely that the sharing of aggregate 

information, including revenue information, between hospitals will enhance the 
bargaining position of hospitals in collective or individual negotiations with health 
funds. The anti-competitive detriment associated with information sharing with or 
without collective negotiations would appear to be limited. 

 
7.69. An increase in health insurance premiums may be more likely where the target of the 

collective bargaining group is not able to choose whether to deal with the collective or 
not. Under SVHA’s proposed arrangements, the RNN members will boycott Funding 
Organisations which seek to impose confidentiality obligations which would impede or 
prevent information sharing. The ACCC’s assessment of this proposed collective 
boycott arrangement begins at paragraph 7.69. 

 
7.70. In the absence of the proposed collective boycott arrangements, the ACCC is satisfied 

that the proposed information sharing arrangements are genuinely voluntary for 
Funding Organisations. The ACCC understands that SVHA’s attempts to implement 
the information sharing arrangements the subject of the initial authorisations have been 
frustrated by the ability of Funding Organisations to impose confidentiality obligations 
which impede or prevent information sharing. This suggests that Funding Organisations 
are genuinely able to choose whether to facilitate the proposed information sharing 
arrangements or not. 

 
The proposed collective boycott arrangements 
 
7.71. SVHA has proposed three collective boycott arrangements: 

• the Partner Hospitals boycott, under which SVHA proposes that the Partner 
Hospitals jointly negotiate Revenue Contracts with Funding Organisations and 
agree that Revenue contracts be upon terms agreed by the Partner Hospitals. This 
boycott will take place when collective negotiations with a Funding Organisation 
fail. 

• the non-price terms boycott, under which SVHA proposes that non-price terms of 
Revenue Contracts be agreed to by members of the RNN and be negotiated only 
through the RNN. This boycott will take place when Funding Organisations do 
not agree to facilitate the proposed information sharing arrangements. 

• the Joint Purchasing Network boycott, under which SVHA proposes that the 
acquisition of goods and services from suppliers occur only through the JPN and 
upon terms agreed by members of the JPN. This boycott will take place when 
collective negotiations with a supplier fail. 

 
7.72. On 2 January 2009 SVHA advised the ACCC that it no longer seeks authorisation for 

the proposed large health fund boycott which was discussed in the draft determination. 
 
Submissions 
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SVHA 
 
Partner Hospitals boycott 
 
7.73. SVHA submitted that no public detriment will result if St Vincent’s & Mercy Private 

Hospital Limited and the Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital are granted the ability 
to collectively agree with the other Partner Hospitals not to deal with a particular 
Funding Organisation. It claimed that there is no competition between St Vincent’s & 
Mercy Private Hospital and any of the other Partner Hospitals due to their geographic 
locations. SVHA submitted that there is no relevant competition between the Holy 
Spirit Northside Private Hospital and any of the other Partner Hospitals due to the 
nature of the services they provide. SVHA claimed that the addition of St Vincent’s and 
Mercy Private Hospital Limited and Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital Limited to 
the Partner Hospital group will not materially alter the relevant state based market 
shares and will not confer any market power on the Partner Hospitals. 

 
7.74. SVHA noted that the proposed collective boycott conduct is voluntary for the Partner 

Hospitals and a clear procedure has been established for the commencement of any 
boycott. 

 
Revenue Negotiation Network boycott 
 
7.75. SCHS submitted that individual private hospitals and hospital groups face a 

fundamental imbalance in bargaining power with Funding Organisations. This 
imbalance in bargaining power results in unfair and unreasonable contract terms and 
unfair contract rates. SCHS considers that the imbalance can only be addressed if RNN 
members have the ability to collectively boycott Funding Organisations. 

 
7.76. SVHA considers that the proposed non-price terms boycott is necessary to address the 

issue of health funds imposing contractual confidentiality provisions which impede or 
prevent the exchange of information between RNN members as well as the imposition 
by health funds of unreasonable contract terms on hospitals and the refusal by health 
funds to negotiate those terms.  

 
7.77. SVHA advised that in seeking to give effect to collective bargaining under the initial 

authorisations, it requested each health fund provide written consent to the sharing of 
information among members of CNA for the purpose of facilitating collective 
negotiations and benchmarking activities. SVHA submitted that some funds agreed and 
modified the wording of their confidentiality clauses accordingly while other funds 
chose not to enable information sharing among the CNA members. 

 
7.78. SVHA submitted that the proposed collective boycott arrangements will ensure that the 

public benefits associated with the proposed information sharing and collective 
negotiation arrangements, and identified by the ACCC, are achieved.  

 
7.79. SVHA submitted that no market distortion will result from this proposed collective 

boycott activity. It noted that collective boycott conduct is voluntary for RNN members 
and a clear procedure has been established for the commencement of any boycott. 
SVHA also submitted that the proposed boycott cannot be used to compel a Funding 
Organisation to deal with any RNN member with which it does not wish to deal. 
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Joint Purchasing Network boycott 
 
7.80. SVHA submitted that the public benefits associated with collective negotiation are 

more likely to be achieved if the members of the JPN can lawfully insist that a supplier 
negotiate with the group. SVHA submitted that no public detriment will arise if the JPN 
members have the ability to insist that suppliers deal with them collectively because 
JPN members represent a very small proportion of total purchases of hospital and other 
supplies in Australia and do not possess sufficient market power to enable them to 
suppress prices below the competitive level. SVHA noted that the collective boycott 
conduct is voluntary for JPN members and a clear procedure has been established for 
the commencement of any boycott. 

 
Interested parties 
 
7.81. Prior to the draft determination, submissions were received from interested parties 

raising the following significant concerns about the proposed boycott arrangements, 
with a general focus on the proposed large health fund boycott which is no longer 
proceeding. 

 
7.82. A number of parties, including ARHG, Medibank and HBF raised the possibility that 

the proposed collective boycott arrangements will result in price increases. ARHG 
submitted that allowing a hospital group to boycott a Funding Organisation simply 
because it is unwilling to agree on terms is not in the public interest. Medibank 
described the potential impact of the proposed collective boycott arrangements as 
extreme. It noted that an increase in health insurance premiums may result in 
consumers deciding not to continue with health insurance with an associated increase in 
pressure on the public health system. 

 
7.83. Some interested parties noted that the threat of collective boycott is unlikely to produce 

efficient negotiation outcomes. Medibank submitted that health funds would be faced 
with a choice of agreeing to perhaps uncommercial rates and terms offered by RNN 
members or a boycott by RNN members. HBF submitted that in the Western Australian 
context, where two hospital groups make up half of the market, it may have no option 
but to accept the negotiating position of the RNN to ensure continuation of coverage 
for its members. HBF noted that a reduction in consumer choice of hospital would 
likely lead to a loss of members. 

 
7.84. Further, HCF submitted that it is not appropriate that, for example, the failure of an 

individual negotiation in NSW could affect HCF members in all CNA hospitals 
nationally. Similarly, the AHSA was concerned that should the RNN be allowed to 
engage in collective boycotts, it could strategically assemble the parties to a negotiation 
so that RNN members with relatively more bargaining power in a region will be able 
use this to extract price increases for hospitals in regions with relatively less bargaining 
power. 

 
7.85. With respect to the non-price terms boycott, HCF and BUPA submitted that non-price 

terms impose a significant influence on the costs to a health fund and are an important 
factor when determining price terms. HCF considers that that there would be a 
significant financial risk to private health insurers should authorisation be granted to 
the RNN to dictate non-price terms. The AHSA noted that SVHA has not defined what 
it means by a non-price term.  
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7.86. ARHG noted the availability and authority of the Private Health Insurance Ombudsman 

to mediate contract negotiations between hospitals and health funds in the event that 
parties are unable to reach agreement. The ARHG considers that authorisation of the 
proposed collective boycott arrangements would undermine the authority of the PHIO. 

 
7.87. No submissions were received from interested parties concerning the proposed JPN 

boycott. 
 
ACCC view 
 
7.88. Collective boycotts can remove the discretion of the target to participate in collective 

bargaining and to accept the terms and conditions (including price) offered by the 
collective bargaining group. This is because the target, faced with the threat of 
withdrawal of supply, will be under increased pressure to accept the terms and 
conditions offered by the collective bargaining group. 

 
7.89. Collective boycotts can also significantly disrupt downstream and upstream businesses. 

The Tribunal has found that collective boycotts have the potential to inflict significant 
damage upon the target of the boycott, its employees, consumers and, also, the 
boycotters themselves.15 The Tribunal considered that the threat of a boycott – even 
without it ultimately being engaged in – is likely to come at a high cost to society. 

 
7.90. The ability to collectively boycott may also give a collective bargaining group a degree 

of bargaining power that goes well beyond that necessary to address any imbalance in 
bargaining power. In some cases it could simply reverse any imbalance in bargaining 
power, even when dealing with the larger health funds, given the strategic importance 
of certain hospitals.  

 
7.91. Given that the ACCC considers that collective boycotts can significantly increase the 

potential anti-competitive effects of collective bargaining arrangements, it is unlikely to 
allow protection from legal action to such conduct in most cases. 

 
7.92. Generally, the anti-competitive effects of collective boycott activity associated with 

collective bargaining arrangements are likely to be more limited when: 

• businesses of the collective bargaining group are free to choose not to participate in 
any boycott activity contemplated 

• there are limits on the size, scope and coverage of the collective bargaining group 

• there is a mediation period before a collective boycott can be adopted 

• there are restrictions on the application of the collective boycott—for example, the 
collective bargaining group is required to supply the target with a notice of intention 
to collectively boycott or restrictions on the length of time a collective boycott can 
be engaged in. 

 
Partner Hospitals group 
 

                                                 
15 VFF Chicken Meat Growers’ Boycott Authorisation [2006] AcompT9 at paragraph 442. 
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7.93. The Partner Hospitals group includes five entities: St Vincent’s and Mater Health 
Sydney Limited (St Vincent’s Private Hospital Sydney and the Mater Hospital 
Sydney), St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba Limited, St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care 
Limited (St Vincent’s Hospital Brisbane), St Vincent’s & Mercy Private Hospital 
Limited and The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital Limited. 

 
7.94. SVHA is the sole Corporations Act member for St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney 

Limited, St Vincent’s Hospital Toowoomba Limited and St Vincent’s Health & Aged 
Care Limited (referred to as ‘the three SVHA entities’). The three SVHA entities can 
lawfully collectively agree not to deal with a particular party. 

 
7.95. SVHA is the 50 per cent owner of the remaining two entities, St Vincent’s & Mercy 

Private Hospital Limited and the Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital (referred to as 
‘the two shared ownership entities’). The two shared ownership entities cannot lawfully 
engage in collective boycott arrangements with the other Partner Hospitals. 

 
7.96. While the initial authorisations allowed five entities to collectively boycott health funds 

and the Repatriation Commission, there were no entities of shared ownership in the 
group. Four of the entities were wholly owned by SVHA while the fifth entity had been 
authorised to operate as one economic entity with one of the four entities wholly owned 
by SVHA.16  The initial authorisation was consistent with the lawful ability of the five 
entities to collectively agree not to deal with a particular party. 

 
7.97. Under the proposed Partner Hospitals collective boycott arrangement, the detriment 

arising from the proposed Partner Hospitals collective boycott is associated with the 
two shared ownership entities acting in concert with the three SVHA entities. 

 
7.98. The ACCC notes SVHA’s submission that there is no relevant competition between the 

two shared ownership entities and the three SVHA entities. It also notes that the 
proposed arrangements include the following features which may assist in limiting the 
potentially significant anti-competitive effects of the arrangements: 

• individual Partner Hospitals may decide whether or not to participate in any 
proposed collective boycott 

• new members are not permitted to join the collective bargaining group 

• collective boycott action will be taken once the standard contract negotiation 
process with a Funding Organisation, as contemplated by the current HPPA Code, 
has failed and if, following mediation by the PHIO or a mediator agreed by the 
parties or nominated by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators Australia, the 
parties remain in dispute 

• a written notification of intention to enter into a collective boycott, including the 
dates of the proposed boycott, will be provided to the Funding Organisation. If a 
boycott eventually results in relevant Partner Hospitals going out of contract with 
the Funding Organisation, there will be notification to stakeholders in line with the 

                                                 
16 The four entities wholly owned by SVHA were Mater Hospital in North Sydney, St Vincent’s Hospital in 
Launceston, St Vincent’s Hospital in Toowoomba and St Vincent’s Hospital in Brisbane. The fifth entity was St 
Vincent’s Private Hospital in Sydney. St Vincent’s Hospital in Launceston was subsequently acquired by the Little 
Company of Mary. 
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PHIO’s current recommendations in this regard. Relevant Partner Hospitals will 
fulfil all obligations for the treatment of pre-booked hospital admissions for 
patients, who are members of the relevant Funding Organisation.  

 
7.99. However, the ACCC is concerned that removing the discretion to participate in 

collective bargaining can significantly distort market outcomes compared with those 
expected in efficient markets. The ACCC notes that even smaller hospitals may have 
strategic importance to health funds given the particular services they provide or their 
location. Faced with the threat of withdrawal of supply, Funding Organisations may be 
under increased pressure to accept the terms and conditions, including price, offered by 
the member hospitals. Funding Organisations may also be forced to enter into 
agreements with hospitals that they wouldn’t in the absence of the threat of a collective 
boycott. This is particularly the case where the group includes hospitals which are 
strategically important to the fund in terms of the services required by its membership.  

 
Revenue Negotiation Network 
 
7.100. SCHS has been authorised to engage in information sharing and collective bargaining 

arrangements since 2004 but it has had limited success in getting Funding 
Organisations to agree to facilitate information sharing, and to participate in collective 
negotiations for member hospitals that are not related bodies corporate. SCHS 
submitted that the ability of Funding Organisations to impose or seek to rely on 
confidentiality obligations has impeded information sharing and collective negotiations 
from taking place. 

 
7.101. As with the proposed Partner Hospitals collective boycott, the ACCC is concerned that 

removing the ability of health funds to choose whether to facilitate information sharing 
and participate in collective bargaining, by way of actual or potential boycott conduct, 
can significantly distort market outcomes compared with those expected in efficient 
markets. 

 
7.102. The threat of a collective boycott by member hospitals may force a Funding 

Organisation to accept the terms and conditions, including price, offered by the 
member hospitals. It may also force Funding Organisations to enter into agreements 
with hospitals that they wouldn’t deal with in the absence of the threat. This is 
particularly the case where the group includes hospitals which are strategically 
important to the fund in terms of the services required by its membership. 

 
7.103. Further, the ACCC is concerned that a consequence may be higher health insurance 

premiums for consumers, a disruption to the availability of hospital services to health 
fund members and a disruption to the hospitals themselves. In this context, the ACCC 
notes SCHS’ description of a situation in South Australia in which an attempt by 
Healthscope to negotiate higher rates with BUPA by going out of contract was 
ultimately unsuccessful and financially damaging to Healthscope.17 

 
7.104. The ACCC notes that the proposed arrangements include the following features which 

may assist in limiting the potentially significant anti-competitive effects of the 
arrangements: 

                                                 
17 SCHS submission August 2008 page 23 
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• individual members of the RNN may decide whether or not to participate in any 
proposed collective boycott 

• new members other than those identified are not permitted to join the collective 
bargaining group 

• collective boycott action will be taken if a Funding Organisation seeks to prevent 
the relevant RNN members and CNA engaging in collective negotiations and/or 
information exchanges authorised by the ACCC by imposing or seeking to rely on 
confidentiality obligations and if, following mediation by the PHIO or a mediator 
agreed by the parties or nominated by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators 
Australia, the parties remain in dispute 

• a written notification of intention to enter into a collective boycott, including the 
dates of the proposed boycott, will be provided to the Funding Organisation. If a 
boycott eventually results in relevant RNN members going out of contract with the 
Funding Organisation, there will be notification to stakeholders in line with the 
PHIO’s current recommendations in this regard. Relevant RNN members will fulfil 
all obligations for the treatment of pre-booked hospital admissions for patients, who 
are members of the relevant Funding Organisation.  

 
7.105. While SVHA has argued that the public benefits associated with the information 

sharing and collective negotiation arrangements are more likely to be achieved if RNN 
members can lawfully threaten to refuse to deal with Funding Organisations which 
impose or rely on confidentiality obligations which prevent the information sharing and 
collective negotiation arrangements, the ACCC must weigh these public benefits 
against the potentially significant anti-competitive detriment arising from the proposed 
boycott arrangement. 

 
Joint Purchasing Network 
 
7.106. SVHA has been authorised since 2004 to engage in collective boycott conduct with 

respect to the JPN. 
 
7.107. In assessing SVHA’s current application for authorisation, the ACCC is mindful of the 

Tribunal’s 2006 decision in the VFF Chicken Growers’ matter which provides clear 
guidance as to the potentially significant damage arising from collective boycott 
conduct, including the threat of a boycott. 

 
7.108. The ACCC is concerned that faced with the threat of losing JPN members as 

customers, a supplier may be under increased pressure to accept the terms and 
conditions, including price, offered by JPN members. Suppliers may also be forced to 
enter into contracts with JPN members that they wouldn’t in the absence of the threat of 
a collective boycott. Suppliers for whom JPN members are relatively important 
customers may be particularly vulnerable to the pressure imposed by the threat of a 
collective boycott. 

 
7.109. In this case, the ACCC considers that the extent of the detriment is limited to some 

extent because, as submitted by SVHA, JPN members represent only a portion of total 
purchases of hospital and other supplies in Australia. The ACCC also notes that the 
proposed arrangements include the following features which may assist in limiting the 
potentially significant anti-competitive effects of the arrangements: 
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• individual members of the JPN may decide whether or not to participate in any 
proposed collective boycott 

• new members other than those identified are not permitted to join the collective 
bargaining group 

• collective boycott action will be taken if a supplier refuses to negotiate with the 
CNA in respect of a JPN member and if, following mediation by a mediator agreed 
by the parties or nominated by the President of the Institute of Arbitrators Australia, 
the parties remain in dispute 

• a written notification of intention to enter into a collective boycott, including the 
dates of the proposed boycott, will be provided to the supplier. 

 
7.110. While SVHA has argued that the public benefits associated with collective negotiation 

are more likely to be achieved if the members of the JPN can lawfully insist that a 
supplier negotiate with the group, the ACCC must weigh these public benefits against 
the potentially significant anti-competitive detriment arising from the proposed boycott 
arrangement. 

 
ACCC conclusion on public detriments  
 
Collective bargaining 
 
7.111. The ACCC considers that the collective bargaining arrangements proposed by SVHA 

have the potential to result in some lessening of competition when compared to a 
situation where CNA members negotiate contracts individually with Funding 
Organisations or suppliers.  

 
7.112. With respect to the collective bargaining arrangements involving the Partner Hospitals 

group and the RNN, the ACCC notes that it is in the interests of both health funds and 
hospitals to maximise their availability to consumers by entering into multiple 
contracts. A health fund cannot operate without arrangements with private hospitals 
and it is not without cost for a health fund to go out of contract with a particular 
hospital. Similarly a private hospital cannot operate without arrangements with health 
funds and the viability of an individual hospital may be jeopardised if it is unable to 
contract with the major health funds. This competitive dynamic within the industry acts 
to reduce the potential anti-competitive effects of collective bargaining. 

 
7.113. With respect to the JPN, the ACCC considers that the presence of alternative acquirers 

of the products and services supplied by those businesses that JPN members propose to 
negotiate with is likely to impose a competitive discipline on the JPN. 

 
7.114. Additionally, there is no scope for new members to be added to the bargaining groups 

in addition to those already identified and this contains the potential detriment 
associated with the coverage or composition of the groups.  

 
7.115. The voluntary nature of the proposed collective bargaining arrangements is a key 

consideration in the ACCC’s assessment of anti-competitive detriment. In this case, 
while the proposed arrangements are voluntary for CNA members, the proposed 
collective boycott conduct means that the arrangements would not be voluntary for 
Funding Organisations or suppliers. With respect to the proposed Partner Hospitals and 
RNN arrangements, the presence of strategic hospitals in the bargaining groups 
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combined with the proposed collective boycott conduct may force Funding 
Organisations to offer the same contract terms to all hospitals in the group or force 
health funds to enter into contracts with other members of the group which they would 
otherwise not deal with. The anti-competitive detriment associated with the three 
boycott arrangements proposed by SVHA is summarised in paragraphs 7.85 to 7.89. 

 
Information sharing 
 
7.116. The ACCC considers that the proposed information sharing arrangements have the 

potential to result in some lessening of competition.  
 
7.117. The public detriment associated with information sharing in the context of collective 

bargaining is more limited where the target of the collective bargaining group may 
choose whether to deal with the collective or not. In this case, due to the proposed 
collective boycott conduct, Funding Organisations do not have this choice. The anti-
competitive detriment associated with the boycott arrangements is summarised in 
paragraphs 7.85 to 7.89. 

 
7.118. The voluntary nature of the proposed collective bargaining arrangements for RNN 

members means that it is possible that information may be shared between RNN 
members that do not ultimately participate in collective negotiations. However, it is not 
clear that the sharing of information enhances the bargaining position of a RNN 
member hospital in individual negotiations with Funding Organisations in any event. 
An individual hospital’s bargaining position is largely dependent on its location and the 
nature of the services it offers. As such, the ACCC considers that the anti-competitive 
detriment arising from the proposed information sharing arrangement with or without 
collective negotiations would appear to be limited. 

 
Collective boycotts 
 
7.119. The ACCC is of the view that the proposed collective boycotts are likely to result in 

significant public detriment. 
 
7.120. The ACCC is concerned that removing the discretion of Funding Organisations to 

facilitate the proposed information sharing arrangements, or to collectively negotiate 
with the Partner Hospitals or the RNN, will distort market outcomes compared with 
those expected in efficient markets. The ACCC is particularly concerned that Funding 
Organisations will be placed in a position where they are forced to accept the terms and 
conditions, including price, offered by RNN member hospitals as well as forced to 
enter into agreements with hospitals that they would otherwise not deal with. This is 
particularly likely if the bargaining group includes hospitals which are strategically 
important to the Funding Organisation in terms of the services required by its 
membership. The ACCC is also concerned that the proposed boycotts may result in 
higher health insurance premiums for consumers, a disruption to the availability of 
RNN hospital services to health fund members and a disruption to the RNN hospitals 
themselves. 

 
7.121. With respect to the proposed boycott involving the JPN, the ACCC is concerned that 

faced with the threat of losing JPN members as customers, a supplier may be under 
increased pressure to accept the terms and conditions, including price, offered by JPN 
members. Suppliers may also be forced to enter into contracts with JPN members that 
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they wouldn’t in the absence of the threat of a collective boycott. Suppliers for whom 
JPN members are relatively important customers may be particularly vulnerable to the 
pressure imposed by the threat of a collective boycott. 

 
7.122. While SVHA’s proposed collective boycott arrangements include some features which 

may assist in limiting the potentially significant anti-competitive effects of the 
arrangements, the ACCC does not consider that these features are sufficient to limit the 
anti-competitive detriment to any substantial degree.  

 
7.123. The ACCC notes HBF’s submission that Western Australia be excluded from any 

authorisation granted by the ACCC. The ACCC does not consider this is necessary 
given it is not proposing to grant authorisation to the proposed collective boycott 
arrangements. This means that an individual health fund retains the ability to choose 
whether to deal with CNA members as a group or not.  
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8. ACCC evaluation – public benefit 
 
8.1. In order to grant authorisation to the proposed information sharing and collective 

bargaining arrangements, the ACCC must be satisfied that those arrangements would 
result in a benefit to the public that outweighs any detriment to the public constituted 
by any lessening of competition arising from the arrangements. 

 
8.2. In addition, in order to grant authorisation to the proposed collective boycott 

arrangements, the ACCC must be satisfied that those boycotts would result in such a 
benefit to the public that they should be allowed to take place. 

 
8.3. SVHA has claimed the following public benefits will arise from the proposed 

arrangements: 

• transaction cost savings for hospitals, Funding Organisations and suppliers 

• improvements in clinical procedures 

• negotiation outcomes which are more consistent that those expected to result 
from a more open and competitive negotiation process 

• provision of services not supported by private hospitals operated for profit 

• provision of services to regional Australia 

• provision of charitable services 

• provision of spiritual support and care. 
 
8.4. An assessment of these claimed public benefits follows.  
 
Transaction cost savings for hospitals, Funding Organisations and suppliers 
 
Submissions 
 
8.5. SVHA submitted that the proposed arrangements will generate savings resulting from 

reduced duplication of: 

• the costs to hospitals of modelling and understanding the effect of revenue 
proposals put to them by Funding Organisations 

• the costs to Funding Organisations and hospitals associated with separate 
negotiations, and associated supports tasks, for every revenue contract with each 
member of the RNN. SVHA estimates that centralised negotiations enable 
savings in legal costs for individual CNA members in the order of $10 000 per 
negotiation with a supplier. 

• the costs to hospitals and suppliers associated with separate negotiations. SVHA 
estimates that in relation to a single supplier, potentially eight or more 
negotiations will be replaced with one centralised negotiation, with potential 
savings to each member of the JPN of approximately $1000 in labour and time 
savings. SVHA submitted the support of two suppliers which consider there are 
benefits to dealing with the CNA as a group. 

 
8.6. SVHA also considers that savings will arise from the proposed JPN arrangements via 

volume discount. 
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8.7. AHSA and BUPA noted that the savings claimed by SVHA will not arise if CNA 

members choose not to participate in the proposed arrangements. BUPA noted that 
under the initial authorisations, there had only been token use of the RNN agent 
authorised to negotiate on behalf of the group. AHSA submitted that savings will also 
be limited if multiple negotiation processes are necessary. 

 
ACCC view 
 
8.8. Generally, there are transaction costs associated with contracting. These transaction 

costs can be lower where a single negotiating process is employed, such as in a 
collective bargaining arrangement, relative to a situation where multiple negotiation 
processes are necessary.  

 
8.9. In this instance, the ACCC considers there is scope for transaction cost savings to occur 

from the proposed collective bargaining arrangements relative to a situation where 
hospitals would negotiate the terms and conditions of their contracts with Funding 
Organisations and other suppliers individually. These savings are likely to stem from 
reduced costs for the acquisition of the information necessary to make an informed 
choice, which commonly takes the form of professional advice. 

 
8.10. The ACCC notes information which suggests that under the initial authorisations, the 

extent of collective bargaining, and the rationalisation of negotiation processes, has 
been limited. To the extent that collective bargaining does not take place, any 
associated cost savings or efficiencies will not be realised.  

 
8.11. The ACCC notes that transaction cost savings are more likely in a situation where the 

collective is a homogenous group of participants. As has been submitted by SVHA and 
interested parties, members of the CNA may have different functions, objectives and 
priorities and this may limit the ability for the proposed arrangements to be fully 
implemented. 

 
8.12. The ACCC considers that limited transaction cost savings may arise from the proposed 

collective bargaining arrangements. 
 
Improvements in clinical procedures 
 
Submissions 
 
8.13. SVHA submitted that the exchange of information and the effective identification and 

benchmarking of best practices across the network of CNA member hospitals will 
result in substantial improvements in the management and efficiency of member 
hospitals, including the identification of instances of inappropriate pricing, and, in 
many cases, significant improvements in the clinical treatment of patients. SVHA made 
particular mention of improvements in areas such as length of stay management, day of 
surgery admission rates, discharge management, episode coding and charging. 

 
8.14. Medibank noted that there is a public benefit in the benchmarking and modelling 

activities of the CNA and agreed that the sharing of casemix and cost information 
between CNA members is necessary to achieve this. 
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8.15. BUPA considers that SVHA’s claims with respect to improved clinical efficiency can 
be achieved without collective negotiations. It submitted that the benchmarking 
activities described in SVHA’s application can be carried out regardless of the 
existence or otherwise of the RNN. BUPA also noted that hospitals have access to 
second tier benefits rates from each fund, which provide them with information 
regarding benefits, paid by that fund relative to peer hospitals in the relevant state. 

 
ACCC view 
 
8.16. The ACCC considers that generally, information about comparable business operations 

might assist businesses to improve their own operations if faced with competitive 
pressure to improve. 

 
8.17. In the case of hospitals and health facilities, the ACCC acknowledges that the sharing 

of information regarding medical treatment, patient management and other issues 
which relate to the health and well being of patients can lead to improvements in the 
mode, quality or efficiency of medical treatment and care. However, the ACCC notes 
that much of this type of information is already generally available and its exchange 
can take place with or without authorisation. 

 
8.18. The sharing of price, fee or cost information may, however, incur some legal risk and, 

in the context of SVHA’s application, is unlikely to occur without authorisation among 
members that are not related bodies corporate. To the extent that the sharing of this 
type of information improves the management or efficiency of CNA member hospital, 
with associated flow-on improvements to clinical procedures, the ACCC considers it 
gives rise to a public benefit. 

 
Negotiation outcomes which are more consistent that those expected to result from a more 
open and competitive negotiation process 
 
Submissions 
 
8.19. SVHA submitted that the proposed arrangements are likely to lead to negotiated 

revenue contract outcomes more consistent with outcomes that could be expected in a 
more workably competitive market. It advised that the proposed arrangements will 
enable the centralisation of highly specialised skills needed to undertake the build and 
operation of cost and revenue models which it considers will be more efficient and less 
costly than each CNA member developing, building and operating their own models. 
SVHA advised that authorisation is sought to ensure negotiating expertise is lawfully 
available to RNN members. It considers the proposed arrangements will assist CNA 
members identify areas in which they are being paid substantially below competitive 
prices by Funding Organisations. 

 
8.20. SVHA also considers that the proposed JPN arrangements will generate efficiencies 

associated with rationalisation of product lines, systems, policies / procedures and 
equipment/technology procurement as JPN members move towards more 
standardisation. 

 
8.21. BUPA submitted that all current private hospital billing systems are computer based 

with hospitals required to export episode data to both health funds and the 
Commonwealth. The most sophisticated modelling necessary for a hospital may be 
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performed using this data on an electronic spreadsheet. Complexity grows with the 
diversity of the facility and these skills will continue to exist in facilities that require 
them regardless of collective negotiations. 

 
8.22. AHSA and BUPA submitted that the efficiencies claimed by SVHA will not arise if 

CNA members choose not to participate in the proposed arrangements, or if multiple 
negotiation processes are necessary.  

 
ACCC view 
 
8.23. This claim essentially concerns increased input by CNA members into contracts. The 

ACCC does not consider that a mere change in bargaining power is, in itself, a public 
benefit. Rather, the ACCC will consider the likely outcomes resulting from the change 
in bargaining position arising from the proposed collective bargaining arrangement. 
Collective bargaining may help businesses by providing a mechanism though which 
they can provide greater input into contract and be more commercially efficient. 

 
8.24. The ACCC recognises that there are factors which, in some circumstances, result in 

smaller business having little bargaining power compared with larger businesses. 
However, as discussed in paragraph 7.51, it is not clear that health funds and the 
Repatriation Commission hold significant bargaining power in comparison with all 
hospitals. Following on from this, it is not clear that all hospitals have limited capacity 
to have effective input into contract terms and conditions. 

 
8.25. For those hospitals that are in a relatively less strong bargaining position, the ACCC 

considers that the proposed collective bargaining arrangements may provide a greater 
opportunity for these hospitals to have more effective input into contract terms and 
conditions. To the extent that this leads to efficiency gains, this outcome would give 
rise to a public benefit. 

 
8.26. The ACCC accepts that the proposed collective boycott arrangements may serve to 

further increase the likelihood of these hospitals having greater input into their 
contracts however, the potential efficiency gains must be weighed against the 
significant public detriment generated by the boycott conduct. 

 
Provision of services that may not otherwise be available 
 
Submissions 
 
8.27. SVHA submitted that Catholic hospitals provide services which may not otherwise be 

provided because they are not profitable. The profitability of services is less of a 
concern for Catholic hospitals because they do not operate for profit. SVHA submitted 
that catholic hospitals are charitable organisations returning earnings from their 
businesses to the communities they serve. For this reason, Catholic hospitals are 
committed to the delivery of services where they are needed, such as regional Australia, 
irrespective of whether any or minimal return on investment is derived. Catholic 
hospitals also provide charitable services with an emphasis on meeting the needs of the 
poor and disadvantaged, as well as providing pastoral care. 

 
8.28. ARHG submitted that most hospitals, both public and private, are able to provide 

religious services relevant to the needs of individual patients. ARHG also noted that the 
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majority of health funds operate on a not-for-profit basis and return profits back into 
the business for the benefits of policy holders. 

 
ACCC view 
 
8.29. The ACCC acknowledges the role played by Catholic hospitals and health facilities in 

providing services which may not otherwise be available, particularly to disadvantaged 
individuals and communities. However, the ability of CNA members to offer such 
services exists with or without authorisation. Consequently, the ACCC does not accept 
that this benefit is a result of the proposed arrangements. 

 
ACCC conclusion on public benefits 
 
8.30. The ACCC considers that the proposed arrangements may generate some benefit to the 

public. In particular, the ACCC considers that limited transaction cost savings may 
arise from the proposed collective bargaining arrangements. 

 
8.31. The ACCC also considers that, to the extent that proposed information sharing 

arrangements improve the management or efficiency of CNA member hospitals, with 
associated flow-on improvements to clinical procedures, they give rise to a public 
benefit. 

 
8.32. While the ACCC accepts that the proposed collective boycott arrangements may serve 

to further increase the likelihood of the hospitals having greater input into their 
contracts, any potential efficiency gains must be weighed against the significant public 
detriment generated by the boycott conduct. 
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9. ACCC conclusion 
 
Balance of public benefit and detriment  
 

9.1. The ACCC may only grant authorisation if: 

• in respect of the proposed collective bargaining and information sharing 
arrangements, it is satisfied that in all the circumstances the arrangements for which 
authorisation is sought are likely to result in a public benefit that would outweigh 
the detriment to the public constituted by any lessening of competition arising from 
the arrangements 

• in respect of the proposed collective boycott conduct, it is satisfied that the 
arrangements for which authorisation is sought are likely to result in such a benefit 
to the public that the arrangements should be allowed to take place. 

 
9.2. In the context of applying the net public benefit test at section 90(8)18 of the Act, the 

Tribunal commented that: 
 … something more than a negligible benefit is required before the power to grant authorisation can be 

exercised.19 
 
Collective bargaining 
 
9.3. The ACCC considers that some public benefit is likely to flow from the proposed 

collective bargaining arrangements in the form of transaction cost savings. The anti-
competitive detriment resulting from the proposed collective bargaining arrangements 
involving the Partner Hospitals group and the RNN is reduced because the 
arrangements will not impact on the incentives faced by both health funds and hospitals 
to maximise their availability to consumers by entering into multiple contracts. With 
respect to the JPN, the ACCC considers that the presence of alternative acquirers of the 
products and services supplied by those businesses that JPN members propose to 
negotiate with is likely to impose a competitive discipline on the JPN. 

 
9.4. On balance, the ACCC considers the public benefit associated with the proposed 

collective bargaining arrangements is likely to outweigh the public detriment. 
 
Information sharing 
 
9.5. The ACCC considers that, to the extent that the proposed information sharing 

arrangements improve the management or efficiency of CNA member hospitals, with 
associated flow-on improvements to clinical procedures, they give rise to a public 
benefit. 

 
9.6. The ACCC considers that the anti-competitive detriment arising from the proposed 

information sharing arrangement with or without collective negotiations is limited. This 
is because an individual hospital’s bargaining position is largely dependent on its 

                                                 
18  The test at 90(8) of the Act is in essence that conduct is likely to result in such a benefit to the public that it 

should be allowed to take place. 
19  Re Application by Michael Jools, President of the NSW Taxi Drivers Association [2006] ACompT 5 at 

paragraph 22. 
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location and the nature of the services it offers, and these features are not affected by 
the sharing of the specified information. 

 
9.7. On balance, the ACCC considers the public benefit associated with the proposed 

information sharing arrangements is likely to outweigh the public detriment. 
 
Collective boycotts 
 
9.8. While the ACCC accepts that the proposed collective boycott arrangements may serve 

to further increase the likelihood of these hospitals having greater input into their 
contracts with Funding Organisations and suppliers, any potential efficiency gains must 
be weighed against the significant public detriment generated by the boycott conduct. 

 
9.9. The ACCC is concerned that removing the discretion of Funding Organisations to 

facilitate the proposed information sharing arrangements, or to collectively negotiate 
with the Partner Hospitals or the RNN, will distort market outcomes compared with 
those expected in efficient markets. The ACCC is particularly concerned that Funding 
Organisations will be placed in a position where they are forced to accept the terms and 
conditions, including price, offered by RNN member hospitals as well as forced to 
enter into agreements with hospitals that they would otherwise not deal with. This is 
particularly likely if the bargaining group includes hospitals which are strategically 
important to the Funding Organisation in terms of the services required by its 
membership. The ACCC is also concerned that the proposed boycotts may result in 
higher health insurance premiums for consumers, a disruption to the availability of 
RNN hospital services to health fund members and a disruption to the RNN hospitals 
themselves. 

 
9.10. With respect to the proposed boycott involving the JPN, the ACCC is concerned that 

faced with the threat of losing JPN members as customers, a supplier may be under 
increased pressure to accept the terms and conditions, including price, offered by JPN 
members. Suppliers may also be forced to enter into contracts with JPN members that 
they wouldn’t in the absence of the threat of a collective boycott. Suppliers for whom 
JPN members are relatively important customers may be particularly vulnerable to the 
pressure imposed by the threat of a collective boycott. 

 
9.11. While SVHA’s proposed collective boycott arrangements include some features which 

may assist in limiting the potentially significant anti-competitive effects of 
arrangements, the ACCC does not consider that these features are sufficient to limit the 
anti-competitive detriment to any substantial degree.  

 
9.12. On balance, the ACCC is not satisfied that the proposed collective boycott conduct is 

likely to result in such a benefit to the public that it should be allowed to take place. 
 
Future parties to the arrangements 
 
9.13. SVHA has lodged its application for revocation and substitution on the basis that the 

application be assessed as if the only three potential future members of the CNA, 
namely St John of God Health Care Inc, Mercy Care Limited and Trustees of The 
Roman Catholic Church for the Diocese of Lismore – St Vincent’s Hospital, are 
already members of the CNA. The ACCC has conducted its assessment accordingly. 
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9.14. SVHA has advised that it is not proposed that any more future members be admitted to 
the CNA. A complete list of CNA members, including the three potential future 
members, is provided on page 7 of this determination. 

 
Length of authorisation 
 
9.15. The ACCC generally considers it appropriate to grant authorisation for a limited period 

of time, so as to allow an authorisation to be reviewed in the light of any changed 
circumstances. 

 
9.16. In this instance, SVHA seeks authorisation for ten years. 
 
9.17. The ACCC received submissions from ARHG, HCF and Medibank which indicate that 

the private health industry has experienced significant change over the past few years 
and is expected to remain dynamic into the future. It has been suggested that an 
authorisation period of three to five years would be appropriate. 

 
9.18. When granting authorisation, the ACCC endeavours to allow sufficient time for an 

arrangement to be negotiated and implemented. In these circumstances, the ACCC 
grants authorisation to the proposed information sharing and collective bargaining 
arrangements for a period of five years until 1 March 2014. 

 
9.19. The ACCC notes that Medibank submitted that a review of the authorisation after three 

years is appropriate given the uncertainty regarding the extent to which the proposed 
arrangements may operate in practice.  

 
9.20. Sections 91(B) and 91(C) of the Act enable the ACCC to review an authorisation if it is 

satisfied that: 

• the authorisation was granted on evidence or information that was materially false 
or misleading 

• a condition of authorisation has not been complied with or 

• there has been a material change of circumstances since the authorisation was 
granted. A ‘material’ change of circumstances is one that has ‘an impact or likely 
impact upon public benefits and/or detriment’. 

 
9.21. In assessing whether a material change of circumstances has occurred in the context of 

SVHA’s authorisation, the ACCC will pay particular attention to whether there has 
been an increase in health insurance premiums as a consequence of the SVHA’s 
collective bargaining and information sharing arrangements.  
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10. Determination 
 
The application 
 
10.1. On 8 August 2008 the Sisters of Charity Health Service Limited (SCHS) lodged an 

application for revocation of authorisation A30216 and A302319 and their substitution 
with authorisation A91099. 

 
10.2. On 2 January 2009 SCHS advised that it is now known as St Vincent’s Health Australia 

Limited (SVHA). 
 
10.3. Application A91099 was made using Form FC, Schedule 1, of the Trade Practices 

Regulations 1974. SVHA is seeking a substitute authorisation under section 88(1) of 
the Act to: 

• make and give effect to a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a 
provision of which would have the purpose, or would have or might have the 
effect, of substantially lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of 
the Act 

• make and give effect to a contract, arrangement or understanding, a provision of 
which is or may be an exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of 
the Act. 

 
10.4. After amending its application on 2 January 2009 to remove the proposed large health 

fund boycott discussed in the draft determination, SVHA seeks authorisation for: 

• a network of Catholic private hospital operators, referred to as the Revenue 
Negotiation Network (RNN), to: 

o jointly negotiate Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements (HPPAs) and other 
forms of revenue agreements (referred to as Revenue Contracts) with health 
funds, the Repatriation Commission and third party payers/compensable 
organisations (together referred to as Funding Organisations) (the collective 
negotiation authorisation) 

o exchange fee, cost, price and other information and agree that they will only 
contract with Funding Organisations that agree to this data sharing (the data 
sharing authorisation) 

o agree that non-price terms of Revenue Contracts be agreed among members of 
the Revenue Negotiation Network and be negotiated only through the 
Revenue Negotiation Network (the non-price terms boycott) 

• a network of healthcare facility operators, referred to as the Joint Purchasing 
Network (JPN), to: 

o jointly negotiate the acquisition of goods and services from suppliers 

o agree that the negotiation of those acquisitions occur only through the Joint 
Purchasing Network and upon terms agreed by member of the Joint 
Purchasing Network (the joint purchasing authorisation). 

• St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney Limited (in respect of St Vincent’s Private 
Hospital Sydney and the Mater Hospital Sydney), St Vincent’s Hospital 
Toowoomba Limited, St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited, St Vincent’s & 
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Mercy Private Hospital Limited and The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital 
Limited, together referred to as the Partner Hospitals, to: 

o jointly negotiate Revenue Contracts with Funding Organisations 

o agree that Revenue Contracts be upon terms agreed by the Partner Hospitals 
(the Partner Hospitals authorisation). 

 
10.5. Under SVHA’s proposed arrangements, the Catholic Negotiating Alliance (CNA) will 

conduct negotiations on behalf of the Revenue Negotiation Network, Joint Purchasing 
Network and Partner Hospital group members. 

 
The net public benefit test 
 
10.6. For the reasons outlined in Chapter 9 of this determination: 

• in respect of the proposed collective bargaining and information sharing 
arrangements, the ACCC considers that in all the circumstances the arrangements 
for which authorisation is sought are likely to result in a public benefit that would 
outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any lessening of competition 
arising from the arrangements 

• in respect of the proposed collective boycott conduct, the ACCC is not satisfied 
that the arrangements for which authorisation is sought are likely to result in such 
a benefit to the public that the arrangements should be allowed to take place. 

 
10.7. The ACCC therefore grants authorisation to the proposed information sharing and 

collective bargaining arrangements in the terms set out in paragraphs 10.9 to 10.11. 
 
10.8. The ACCC denies authorisation to the collective boycott arrangements proposed by 

SVHA and described in paragraph 10.13. 
 
Conduct for which the ACCC grants authorisation 
 
10.9. The ACCC revokes authorisations A30216 and A30219 and grants authorisation 

A91099 in substitution for a period of five years, in the following terms, to: 

• a network of Catholic private hospital operators, referred to as the Revenue 
Negotiation Network (RNN), to: 

o jointly negotiate Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements and other forms of 
revenue agreements with health funds and the Repatriation Commission. 

o exchange aggregated and benchmarked revenue data, and to share activity, 
costs and efficiency data for the purpose of benchmarking 

• a network of healthcare facility operators, referred to as the Joint Purchasing 
Network (JPN) to jointly negotiate the acquisition of goods and services from 
suppliers 

• a group of private hospitals operators, referred to the Partner Hospitals, to jointly 
negotiate Hospital Purchaser Provider Agreements and other forms of revenue 
agreements with health funds and the Repatriation Commission. 

 
10.10. The member hospitals of the RNN, JPN and Partner Hospital groups are listed on 

page 7 of this determination.  
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10.11. At the commencement of both individual and collective negotiations, the ACCC 

expects that the member hospitals will disclose to their negotiating counterparty the 
particular hospitals that are part of the negotiating group and if they intend to receive 
the assistance of the CNA during the course of the negotiations. 

 
10.12. This determination is made on 29 January 2009. 
 
Conduct for which the ACCC denies authorisation 
 
10.13. The ACCC denies authorisation to: 

• a network of Catholic private hospital operators, referred to as the Revenue 
Negotiation Network (RNN), to agree that non-price terms of Revenue Contracts be 
agreed among members of the RNN and be negotiated only through the RNN (the 
non-price terms boycott) 

• a network of healthcare facility operators, referred to as the Joint Purchasing 
Network (JPN), to agree that the negotiation of those acquisitions occur only 
through the JPN and upon terms agreed by member of the JPN 

• St Vincent’s and Mater Health Sydney Limited (in respect of St Vincent’s Private 
Hospital Sydney and the Mater Hospital Sydney), St Vincent’s Hospital 
Toowoomba Limited, St Vincent’s Health & Aged Care Limited, St Vincent’s & 
Mercy Private Hospital Limited and The Holy Spirit Northside Private Hospital 
Limited, together referred to as the Partner Hospitals, to agree that Revenue 
Contracts be upon terms agreed by the Partner Hospitals. 

 
Date authorisation comes into effect 
 
10.14. If no application for review of the determination is made to the Australian Competition 

Tribunal, it will come into force on 20 February 2009. 
 




